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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
2A Review of St. George Disease
St. George disease in cattle takes its name from the earliest 
reports of this disease which were received from the St. George 
district in Southern Queensland. The first investigation of the 
disease was carried out in 1938, but it seems certain that outbreaks 
had occurred in the district at least 10 years prior to its being 
officially reported. Further reports were received during the years 
1939-43 from properties in the St. George district, with isolated but 
confirmed reports from the Cunnamulla, Roma and Chinchilla districts 
(Maunder, 1947), Marree district of South Australia (Dodson, 1965), 
and the Alice Springs district of the Northern Territory (Whitten,
1965). The outbreak of the disease in North-Western New South Wales 
was reported by Cantello (1969) who also reported an association 
between outbreaks of St. George disease and the presence of the plant 
known as the desert rice flower (Pimelea simplex) .
All outbreaks investigated occurred on properties of similar soil 
types and pasture cover, namely, the poor type of light red sand soils 
carrying mainly box, ironbark, sandalwood, and cypress pine trees, 
the main pasture cover being wiregrass (Aristida Spp.) (Maunder, 1947).
Although Mark Tully, a successful grazier 20 miles west of Bourke, 
has since the early 1930's always connected outbreaks of St. George 
disease with the presence of the desert rice flower {Pimelea simplex) , 
an annual herb, on his property, it was not until the late 1960's that 
the concern of graziers called for intensive research - a period during 
which there was a change of management in most farms from sheep to 
cattle corresponding with the demand for beef compared to wool. By 
1970 intensive research into the problem of St. George disease started 
simultaneously at four research institutions including the University
3of Sydney. Up until 1975 this research had resulted in better under­
standing of Pimelea sim plex growth habits, and chronic feeding 
experiments with milled stalks of the plant confirmed the plant to be 
the cause of St. George disease. These experiments in conjunction with 
acute experiments using alcoholic extracts have resulted in better 
documentation of the various symptoms and syndromes characteristic of 
St. George disease and the emergence of some theories as to the cause 
of the various symptoms.
Cantello (1969) reported feeding experiments carried out by the 
New South Wales Department of Agriculture which showed the plant was 
highly poisonous and able to kill guinea pigs and calves 40-72 hours 
after commencement of feeding. Seawright and Francis (1971) performed 
autopsies on 10 cattle affected with St. George disease. Two were in 
the early preclinical stage, two showed typical clinical symptoms and 
six were examined at various stages of recovery. Haematological 
and biochemical estimations performed on samples prior to euthanasia 
showed reduced haemoglobin, packed cell volume, red cell count, and 
plasma protein concentration. The concentrations of electrolytes were 
normal in 3 of the 4 animals in the developing phase of the condition.
The main interest in Seawright and Francis’s experiment was the liver lesion 
originally described by Maunder (1947). They identified the lesion as 
peliosis hepatis characterised by distension of the sinusoids leading 
to breakdown of parenchymal structure and extreme atrophy of hepatocytes. 
They suggested excessive sodium retention may be a factor in the over­
all oedema which characterises affected animals.
Clarke (1971) pointed to inhalation of the dead plants as being 
responsible for the respiratory tract involvement in the disease.
Although diarrhoea can be produced and maintained by ingestion of small 
amounts of PwneZea, the most significant lesion according to Clarke is
caused by inhalation of the dead plant. This theory was perhaps the 
premise behind a later paper entitled the "Pathogenesis of St. George 
disease" (Clarke, 1973), in which Clarke postulated that pulmonary 
venule constriction is the basic cause of the disease. According to 
Clarke, cattle appear to be the only species affected simply due 
to their having thick pulmonary venule sphincters. Two papers appearing 
in the literature recently lend some support for Clarke’s (1973) theory. 
Kelly (1975 ) produced in vitro irreversible contraction of bovine 
spiral pulmonary vein muscle with crude alcoholic extracts of Pimelea.
. (These two papers will be
referred to later in the light of my organ bath results.)
Research carried out at this University has resulted in better
fPersonal Communication)
understanding of Pimelea growth habit (Roberts, 1976).^ Chronic feeding 
experiments confirmed Pimelea toxicity and led McClure and Farrow (1971) 
to postulate a role for the low serum protein in the oedema associated 
with the disease. Work carried out in the Organic Chemistry School has 
led to the isolation and identification of the toxic substance in 
Pimelea simplex (Roberts et al.3 1975). The toxin, an epoxyterpenoid 
CsoHi+itOs was named "simplexin". Preliminary work showed simplexin 
to be a potent toxin producing threefold increase in pulmonary arterial 
pressure within 100 seconds at doses of 4 pg/kg. Oral dosing with 
simplexin reproduced some of the symptoms characteristic of St. George 
disease, namely, diarrhoea, weight loss, jugular vein distention and 
submandibular oedema.
The work presented in this thesis has the aim of understanding the 
pharmacology of simplexin. In the light of results obtained from 
isolated organs and acute dosing to cats and calves, further experiments
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6were undertaken to give insight to the mode of action of simplexin 
on the various tissues. These experiments included chronic feeding of 
Pimelea simplex to calves with weekly estimation of a wide range 
of haematological and biochemical parameters, and light and electron 
microscopy on the various organs that appeared to be affected.
Clinical Description
In all the published literature on St. George disease, the most 
striking agreement appears to be in the description of the clinical 
symptoms of an affected animal. Maunder (1947) described the clinical 
picture almost identically to all later workers who produced the disease 
in cattle, namely, of a calf in a poor condition with staring coat, 
dejected "tucked up" appearance, variable diarrhoea, often profuse, 
with oedema of the head, neck and brisket regions, in severe cases 
extending along the belly and down the forelegs. The jugular vein is 
distended with a marked pulse and the arterial pulse is weak and shallow. 
Figure 1 shows a picture of an affected bull: note the prominence of 
the jugular vein and submandibular oedema.
Pimelea Simplex (Desert Rice Flower)
The following description of Pimelea simplex is from Everist (1974) 
Poisonous Plants of Australia. "Annual herbs; stems thin, tough, more 
or less upright, usually branched: bark greenish to reddish brown in
colour, thin but stripping easily from the stem and with long tough 
fibres: leaves bright green to dull green alternately arranged on the
stems, 1-2 cm long, very narrow: flowers pale yellow, small numerous,
in groups at the end of the branches, each individual flower consisting 
of a narrow tubular basal part and a 4 lobed tip, the upper part 
falling off when mature and leaving behind the hairy base tightly
7Figure 2
P IMELEA SIMPLEX
Collected from Kulkyne
Station, weilmoringle, 
N.S.W., September 1976.
8enclosing a single-seeded fruit that is usually about 4 mm long 
oblong - conical or flagon-shaped. Figure 2 shows Pimelea plants 
collected from Kulkyne Station, Weilmoringle, N.S.W., September 1976.
Chemistry of Simplexin
The following description of the toxin of Pimelea simplex responsible 
for St. George disease of cattle is from Roberts et al.3 1975. This 
compound is biogenetically related to the phorbol group of compounds 
which has been found in other members of the Thymelaeaceae (Hegnauer,
1973).
The spectral data of simDlexin were in good agreement with those 
published for several related compounds, piscicide (3) (Ohigashi 
et al.3 1974), huratoxin (4) (Sakata et al.> 1971), daphnetoxin (5)
(Stout et al.3 1970), and mezerein (6) (Ronlan and Wickberg, 1970).
In particular the proton magnetic resonance spectrum of (1) closely 
resembled that of huratoxin (4); the differences arose from the different 
side chains, R . The major fragmentation pattern in the mass spectrum 
of simplexin (1) showed close similarities to that of (3) and confirmed 
the presence of the saturated Cg chain attached to the characteristic 
ortho-ester function in (1). Treatment of simplexin with acetic anhydride- 
pyridine afforded the diacetate (2) , hydrogenation of which gave a 
dihydro-derivative, in which the isopropenyl group had been saturated.
The spectra of these 2 derivatives of simplexin were completely consistent 
with the assigned structures and with the analogous derivatives of 
huratoxin. The optical rotations of simplexin and its derivatives were 
positive. Since positive rotations have been reported for huratoxin 
and its equivalent derivatives, it is probable that the absolute stereo­
chemistry of simplexin is the same as that of huratoxin, as shown in (1).
9The toxic activity of pure simplexin, dispersed in 10% aqueous 
"Cremophore EL" and diluted with normal saline, was confirmed by tests 
in cattle.
1) R1 = R2 = H , RJ= Cg Hig
2) R1 = OCOCH3 , R2 = H , R3 = Cg H,q
3 ) ft = R2 = H , R3 = (CH2!4"CH3
0  = R2 = H , R3 = jCH J- ^ 8 CH
5) R = R = H , FT3 =
R = H , R* = 0C0 ^
U 1 * ■ <
6)
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CHAPTER II
ISOLATED ORGAN RESPONSES TO SIMPLEXIN
EFFECT OF SIMPLEXIN ON ISOLATED ORGANS
Aim
To define the pharmacological propertie(s) of simplexin on smooth 
and cardiac muscle preparations. The tissues chosen (guinea pig ileum, 
atria and trachea, and rabbit ileum) are standard pharmacological 
preparations. The guinea pig ileum preparation is particularly useful 
because it demonstrates the stimulant effects of many agonist drugs.
If a drug elicits a response, then one would test whether such a 
response is dose-related by trying to establish a log dose-response 
relationship. The establishment of such a relationship would imply 
that receptors are involved. The interaction of simplexin with specific 
antagonists would lead to the definition of the type of receptor 
involved. The choice of the above preparations is also relevant in 
shedding some information on the aetiology of the various symptoms 
encountered in clinical cases of St. George disease particularly those 
of scouring and respiratory distress.
Also of particular relevance is the fact that there has not been 
any report in the literature on the effect of pure simplexin on isolated
organ or animals.
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I Guinea pig ileum
II Rabbit ileum
III Guinea Pig atria
IV Guinea Pig trachea
METHODS
Guinea pigs weighing around 500 g were sacrificed by a blow on 
the head, the abdomen opened and the ileum removed and placed in 
carbogenated (95% 0^, 5% CO^) Ringer-Locke solution.
Pieces between 2-3 cm were cut and a thread attached to one end 
by inserting a needle from inside of the gut outward. The other end of 
the ileum was hooked to a fixed pin inside a 15 ml organ bath filled with 
Ringer-Locke’s solution bubbled with carbogen and maintained at
33°C. The threaded end of the ileum was tied to a Harvard model 386 
transducer arranged to exert one gram tension on the tissue. The trans­
ducer was connected to a Heath Servo Recorder model EU 20B which 
amplified the response 10 times.
The rabbit ileum which was cut about 10 cm below the stomach was 
set up in an identical manner to that described for the guinea pig 
ileum above.
All ileum preparations (rabbits and guinea pigs) were allowed 
about 30 minutes to equilibrate before the addition of any drug. In 
an effort to find maximum response, protocols with various reaction 
times were tried before settling for the following:
Zero time: drug was added for 3 minutes after which the preparation
was washed for 30 seconds and allowed to return to base line 
before the addition of the next dose.
The simplexin solution used throughout the isolated organ and
whole animals experiments was prepared by weighing 5*32 mg simplexin
, -3and dissolving it in 10 ml propylene glycol to give 10 M solution.
Lower concentrations were prepared by appropriate 1 in 10 dilution 
-3of the 10 M solution. "Cnemophore EL", the vehicle reportedly used 
by Roberts, McClure, et al. (1975) to dissolve simplexin was tried 
initially on a number of preparations but was found to possess very 
strong detergent properties and hence surface activity even in dilut­
ion of 1 in 1000. It was discarded from any isolated organ or whole 
animal work.
The hydrophobic nature of the simplexin molecule and the high 
viscosity of the propylene glycol vehicle made it necessary to ascertain 
whether even dispersion of injected volumes in the aqueous phase of 
the organ bath occurred and if wash-out was complete or whether the 
drug was adsorbed on to the walls of the organ bath. As to the former, 
immediately upon the injection of any dose, the carbogen bubbling 
pattern was increased so that there was thorough mixing of all injected 
volumes. The washout cycle involved a continuous stream of Ringer-Locke’ 
solution passing through the 15 ml organ bath for 30 seconds. As to 
the question of the simplexin being adsorbed to the walls of the organ 
bath, Freeman (personal communication) suggested that adsorption is most 
unlikely since the molecule is uncharged and there was no evidence of 
precipitation on glass.
The response of the preparations to simplexin was tested either 
cumulatively or by the administration of graded doses. The schedule 
followed in each experiment was to attempt establishing a log dose- 
response relationship to simplexin either cumulatively or in graded 
doses. After attempting the first ten experiments it became apparent 
that simplexin was not eliciting any response on the guinea pig ileum
14
except upon washing it out of the organ bath. This response which I
termed "washing response" had the distinguishing characteristic of
not being dose-dependent but was more frequent with simplexin in doses 
—8above 10 M. When a tissue showed the "washing response" it became 
unresponsive to known agonists(acetylcholine (ACh), nicotine, 
5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), adrenaline (Ad), and noradrenaline (Nad)) 
except at very high concentrations. Because of this "washing response", 
the schedule that was followed in each experiment was to establish 
cumulative and graded log dose-response curves with known agonists, 
then to introduce simplexin and repeat the log dose relationship.
In attempting to define the nature of the "washing response" the 
possibility that the simplexin molecule may be chelating vital cations 
such as calcium or magnesium in the Ringer-Locke’s solution was looked 
at. Personal communication (Temple, Taylor) suggested that it is 
highly unlikely that the simplexin molecule could fold in such a way 
that cation chelation could become possible. Since calcium in the 
Ringer-Locke's solution is present in the ionised form, it was clear 
that a calcium electrode was needed to perform all measurements.
Three weeks were spent to measure calcium by the electrode available 
in the Department but all efforts were in vain since the electrode was 
malfunctioning. The other possibility available was measuring calcium 
by a fluorometric tituation with EDTA using Corning model 940 
calcium analyser. The principle of the machine operation is included 
in the Appendix but briefly the machine measures both bound and free 
calcium ions and results are only meaningful if the simplexin molecule 
chelates calcium ions more strongly than that of EDTA.
In setting up the atria and trachea preparations, guinea pigs 
of the same weight and breed as those used for ileum preparations were
15
sacrificed by a blow on the head.
In the case of atria, the thorax was opened, lungs exposed and 
the heart was cut along with some major vessels and placed in a 
carbogenated (95% 0^, 5% CO^) petri dish filled with Krebs' solution. 
The ventricles and major vessels were carefully trimmed leaving the 
atria beating spontaneously. A thread was attached to the atria by 
inserting a needle. The other end of the atria was attached to a 
fixed pin in an organ bath filled with Krebs' solution and maintained 
at 33°C.. The threaded end of the atria was tied to a Harvard model 
386 transducer lever arranged to exert 1 g tension on the tissue.
The transducer was connected to a two channel Grass polygraph model 
79 calibrated with equal deflection about the base line. The chart 
speed was kept at 10 mm/min for inotropic measurements and 25 mm/sec 
for chronotropic measurements.
All atrial preparations were allowed 30 minutes to equilibrate 
before the addition of any drugs. The experimental protocol followed 
was identical to that described for the guinea pig ileum preparations.
In the case of the trachea, it was cut as close to the head as 
possible, transferred to a petri dish containing Krebs' solution 
bubbled with carbogen (95% 0^, 5% C0^). The trachea was cleaned from 
adventitial and connective tissues, cut transversely between segments 
so that a number of rings containing cartilage and tracheal muscle 
were obtained. Several of these rings, usually 6, were tied together 
with cotton so as to form a chain which was then mounted in an organ 
bath filled with Krebs’ solution and maintained at 33°C. The other 
end of the chain was tied to a Harvard model 386 transducer arranged 
to exert 1 g tension on the tissue. The transducer was connected to
a Heath model SR201A servo recorder.
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All tracheal preparations were allowed 60 minutes to equilibrate 
before drugs were introduced. The experimental protocol followed was 
5 minutes exposure time followed by 30 seconds washing and allowing 
the tissue to return to its pre-drug level of tone.
Four preparations of trachea and of atria were screened for
-9"washing response" with various doses of simplexin ranging from 10 M 
to 10 "*M. Washing simplexin out of the organ bath did not cause 
irreversible desensitisation in either atrial or tracheal preparation.
In atrial preparations, washing generally reduced the atrial rate 
and force of contraction. Washing simplexin from tracheal preparations 
did not cause any response.
The aim in both guinea pig atrial and tracheal preparation was 
to establish a log dose-response curve to simplexin and to known 
agonists such as Ad, Nad, and isoprenaline and see the effect of 
simplexin on the response of tissues to these agonists. The beta 
antagonist drug practolol, was tried on several occasions to see whether 
it had any effect on the tissue response to simplexin. Whenever 
practolol was used on the atrial or tracheal preparation, a high dose 
(0*1 ml 10 ^M) was initially applied and if that dose showed any 
inhibition, lower dilutions were used to find the effective molar 
threshold.
In the case of the guinea pig ileum, maximum contraction attained 
by each preparation to ACh and nicotine was arbitarily given the value 
100% and all results were calculated relative to this value. In 
rabbit ileum preparations results were calculated relative to a control 
preparation to which equal volumes of propylene glycol were administered. 
This control preparation was arbitarily given the value 100% and responses 
to simplexin were either added or subtracted from 100%.
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Similar calculations were applied to results obtained with guinea 
pig atria preparations, namely that a propylene glycol-treated control 
preparation was arbitarily given the value 100% and all results 
(inotropic and chronotropic) were calculated relative to this value.
In the guinea pig trachea, maximum relaxation attained with isoprénaline 
was arbitarily given the value 100% and results are calculated similarly.
The availability of simplexin plus the total desensitisation of 
ileum preparations upon washing simplexin out of the organ bath severely 
limited the number of isolated organ experiments. Data was collected 
from four experiments for each preparation being the minimal number that 
one can use for statistical analysis. The approach to data analysis 
was to find the mean and the standard error of mean plus the coefficient 
of variance whenever appropriate. The variation in response and the 
small number of experiments seriously raised doubts on the validity 
of calculating standard errors of means. For this reason, standard 
errors were only calculated when the variation in response was thought 
to be small enough to make standard error calculations meaningful.
RESULTS
I. Guinea pig ileum
The "washing response" meant virtually total loss of tissue tone
and sensitivity. The muscarinic blocker atropine was introduced to
—8 —5some preparations in doses ranging from 10 M to 10 K to see whether it 
could protect the tissue from the desensitising effect of simplexin 
washing. The tissue contact with atropine before the introduction of 
simplexin and subsequent washing ranged from 1 to 5 minutes. Atropine 
did not protect the ileum from losing its tone and sensitivity when 
simplexin was introduced and washed.
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The nicotinic receptor blocker pempidine and the alpha receptor
blocker phentolamine were introduced to a number of preparations in
an identical manner to that described for atropine, namely, in doses 
— 8 — 5ranging from 10 M to 10 M with various tissue contact time ranging 
from 1 to 5 minutes. Neither pempidine nor phentolamine protected 
the guinea pig ileum against the washing effect of simplexin.
Tables I and II show the dose response relationships of four 
guinea pig ileum preparations to cumulative doses of acetylcholine 
alone and in the presence of 4 x 10 M simplexin. Looking at each 
of the individual responses to acetylcholine alone and in the presence 
of 4 x 10 simplexin it is clear that simplexin did not affect the 
guinea pig ileum response to acetylcholine (Figure 3).
Tables III and IV represent guinea pig ileum response to graded
doses of nicotine and response to cumulative doses of nicotine in the
~~ 6presence of 4 x 10 M simplexin respectively. The same tissues were
used in both tables. Table III reveals that maximum response in each
tissue occurred at different nicotine doses and that increasing the
dosage resulted in decreasing response often close to half that of
maximum; for example, in preparation 3, the maximum response was attained
when the bath concentration was 2 x 10 ^M, but a concentration of
4 x 10 decreased the response by 42%. Table IV shows that in no
case did more than two tissues give a response to nicotine in the
_6presence of 4 x 10 M dose of simplexin. For this reason the concept 
of average response is hardly valid and not included in the table.
There was no graded effect in any tissue as the dose increased.
II Rabbit Ileum
In cumulative doses simplexin exhibited agonist activity up to
19
TABLE I
GUINEA PIG ILEUM RESPONSE TO CUMULATIVE DOSES OF ACH
ACh
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1 
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep. 3 
% response
Prep. 4
% response
Mean
Respons
X ►—> o 1 19 13 14 12 14-50
-98 x 10 35 22 25 30 28-00
4 x 10 ^ 41 30 33 39 37-75
8 x IO“8 60 38 51 56 51-25
2 x 10"7 78 82 70 60 72-50
4 x 10"7 88 100 100 90 94-50
8 x 10~7 100 100 100 100 100-00
TABLE II
GUINEA PIG ILEUM RESPONSE TO CUMULATIVE DOSES OF ACH 
IN THE PRESENCE OF 4 x 10~6M SIMPLEXIN
ACh Prep. 1 Prep. 2 Prep. 3 Prep. 4 Mean
Molar Bath % response % response % response % response Response
Concentra-
tion
4 X 10 9 20 17 14 10 15*25
. 8 X
1or—
1 22 20 19 18 19*75
4 X icf8 33 25 22 30 27*50
8 X 10-8 47 58 40 62 51-75
2 X h-• o 1 88 90 76 100 88*50
4 X
p
-iot-H 100 100 100 100 100-00
8 X
r"-1Ot—
H 100 100 100 100 100-00
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TABLE III
GUINEA PIG ILEUM RESPONSE TO GRADED DOSES OF NICOTINE
Nicotine 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1
% response
Prep. 2
% response
Prep. 3
% response
Prep. 4 
% response
Mean
Response
-94 x 10 8 32 12 40 23-00
8 x 10“9 16 60 32 50 39*50
-O t—* o 1 00 60 100 67 83 77-50
8 x 10 8 100 62 67 100 85-80
2 x 10“7 68 62 100 89 79-75
4 x 10 7 68 56 58 100 71-50
8 x 10~7 48 74 62 73 64-25
TABLE IV
GUINEA PIG ILEUM RESPONSE TO CUMULATIVE DOSES OF 
NICOTINE IN THE PRESENCE OF 4 x 10~6M SIMPLEXIN
Nicotine 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1 
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep. 3 
% response
Prep . 4 
% response
4-0 x 10 9 10 0 30 0
1-2 x I—* o i 00 0 30 0 0
3-2 x
001oT—1 30 0 0 0
7-2 x i o “ 8 0 0 50 10
1-5 x i o " 7 50 0 0 0
3*5 x i o ~ 7 0 0 10 0
7-5 x ltf6 0 0 0 0
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FIGURE 3
Average response of four guinea  p ig  ileum  preparatio ns  to c
CUMULATIVE DOSES OF ACh ALONE AND IN THE PRESENCE OF A X 10 M
ACh Molar Bath Concentration
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an average cumulative concentrations of 2 x 10 M after which it 
became toxic. Graded doses of simplexin caused irreversible loss 
of the rhythmic pendular movements after which the tissue lost all 
responses even to 2 x 10 concentration ACh. This loss of rhythmic 
pendular movement was particularly apparent with simplexin concen­
trations in the 10 range.
As was the case with guinea pig ileum preparations, the muscarinic
antagonist drug atropine was added to provide concentrations ranging 
—6 —4from 10 M to 10 M to see whether it had any effect on loss of 
rhythmic pendular movement when simplexin was washed out of the organ 
bath. The alpha antagonist drug phentolamine was also tried in a 
similar dose range. Neither atropine nor phentolamine protected the 
rabbit ileum against the washing effect of simplexin.
Table V shows that simplexin in cumulative doses possessed agonist
activity on every preparation although this agonist activity was least
marked on preparation 4. The concentration at which maximum agonist
activity was observed ranged from 6 x 10 (preparation 2 and 4) to 
6 “61*5 x 10 M preparation 3 and 3*4 x 10 M preparation 1. A concentra- 
—6tion of 7*4 x 10 M range became toxic to all preparations. The 
common feature to all preparations in Table V is that none of the tissues 
lost it's rhythmic pendular movement except when simplexin was washed 
out of the organ bath.
The rabbit ileum responses to graded doses of simplexin (Table VI)
were erratic and unpredictable especially with concentrations in the
—8 —7 —78 x 10 M to 8 x 10 M range. For example a concentration of 4 x 10 M
caused no change in preparations 1 and 3 , a 5% decrease in preparation 
2 and 20% decrease in preparation 4. A concentration of 8 x 10 
caused 23% and 86% increase in amplitude in preparations 1 and 3 and
TABLE V
RABBIT ILEUM RESPONSE TO CUMULATIVE DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
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Simplexin 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep. 3 
% response
P r e p . 4 
% response
Mean
Response
2*0 x 10-7 116 162 131 122 132*7
6*0 x 10 7 143 187 154 120 151*0
1*4 x IO"6 146 156 161 110 143*2
3-4 x 10"6 173 94 115 66 119*5
7*4 x 10” 6 60 31 100 56 61*9
TABLE VI
RABBIT ILEUM RESPONSE TO GRADED DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
Simplexin 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1 
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep . 3 
% response
Prep. 4 
% response
M ean
Response
OO X f—• o
i OO 100 84 85 87 89*0r^1Or—
i
XCM 100 96 81 115 100*0
4 x 10 7 100 95 100 80 93*7r*.lor-HXCO 125 100 186 100 127*7
2 x 10"6 61 90 100 0 62*7
4 x 10"6 61 90 0 0 37*7
8 x 10~6 0 17 0 0
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FIGURE
Average response of four rabbit ileum preparations to cumulative
AND GRADED DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
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no change in preparations 2 and 4. It is worth noting that a 
similar concentration of 6 x 10 caused maximum agonist activity 
in the cumulative dosing experiment (Table V ) . The common feature 
to all preparations is that washing doses in the 10 range and 
above causes loss of rhymic pendular movement.
Due to experience obtained earlier with guinea pig ileum, I felt 
that it was not necessary to establish dose-response curves with 
agonist drugs and see whether simplexin can cause shifts of these 
curves. I decided to conserve the simplexin for other experiments.
Calcium Ion Chelation Experiments
Table VII summarises data obtained when simplexin concentrations 
-5 -3between 10 to 10 M were added to four concentrations of calcium 
chloride between 100 and 10 mmol/1 with time interval varied at each 
simplexin concentration. Looking at each of the individual values 
it is clear that simplexin does not appear to chelate calcium ions 
greater than EDTA; if at all. In fact, the slight variation seen 
at any particular dilution can easily be accounted for by dilution 
and operator errors.
Ill Guinea Pig Atria
Cumulative doses of simplexin appeared to cause increased inotropic 
response especially in the concentrations range 5*2 x 10 to 5*3 x 10 ^M. 
The trend of this increase is of doubtful significance since the response 
of the individual preparations varied greatly.
For example, at a concentration 5*2 x 10 preparation 1 and 3 
showed 115% and 129% increases in contractile force whilst the increases in 
preparations 2 and 4 respectively were 225% and 181%. Similar variations at
27
TABLE VII
DATA OBTAINED FROM TESTS OF CALCIUM ION CHELATION 
AS MEASURED BY CORNING MODEL 940 CALCIUM ANALYSER 
USING FLUROMETRIC EDTA TITRATION PRINCIPLE 
(See Appendix p.147)
CaCl0
Z
mmol/1
1 : 2 dilution
with 10 M 
Simplexin 
(5 min)
1 : 5 dilution
with 10 +M
Simplexin 
(10 min)
1 : 10 dilution 
, -3with 10 M 
Simplexin 
(15 min)
100 49 «5 20*0 9*9
50 25*0 10*0 4*5
25 12*5 5*0 2*4
10 5*1 2*1 1*2
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all dose levels are observed. With the odd exception of preparation 1
—  8and 2 at a dose 4 x 10 M, all preparations showed increased contractile
__ ^
force at all concentrations up to 5*3 x 10 M (Table VIII).
The effects of cumulative doses of simplexin on guinea pig atria 
revealed decreasing rates with increases in concentration. This 
trend appeared to be more marked especially at concentrations between 
1*3 x 10 and 1*3 x 10 ^M. The significance of this trend is 
doubtful since there is a marked variation in the response of each 
tissue to a given dose. Example a cumulative concentration of 5*3 x 
10 M left preparations 1, 2 and 4 with 63%, 94% and 46% of their 
original response and left preparation 2 totally desensitised (Table IX) . 
The maximum cumulative concentration 1*3 x 10 “*M left preparation 2 
with 89% of its original response yet preparations 1 and 3 were totally 
desensitised and preparation 4 had 30% of its original response.
Tablex X and XI show the inotropic and chronotropic responses of 
the guinea pig atria to graded doses of simplexin respectively. In 
both cases there appears to be a decrease in these two parameters as 
the simplexin dose is increased. Again, as in the cumulative case 
above this trend is of doubtful significance since the individual 
response of tissues to any given dose varies greatly. For example, 
at a concentration of 8 x 10 preparations 1 and 2 were left with 
86% of their force of contraction, preparation 4 with 72% whilst 
preparation 3 showed 150% increase.
The data presented in Tables VIII, IX, X and XI are presented 
graphically in Figures 6 and 7.
Two experiments were undertaken to see whether simplexin had any 
effect upon the guinea pig atria response to the beta agonist
TABLE Vili
INOTROPIC RESPONSE* OF GUINEA PIG ATRIA 
TO CUMULATIVE DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
Simp1exin 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1 
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep. 3 
% response
Prep. 4 
% response
Mean
Response
4*0 x
001o 95 100 143 105 110-75
1*2 x i o ' 7 119 150 143 127 134-75
5-2 x t—• O 1 ^
1
115 225 129 181 162-5
1*3 x 10 6 115 225 115 218 168-25
5-3 x i c f 6 110 218 114 163 151-25
1 *33x i o ~5 100 170 100 145 128-75
TABLE IX
CHRONOTROPIC RESPONSE* OF GUINEA PIG ATRIA
TO CUMULATIVE DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
Simplexin 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1 
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep. 3 
% response
Prep. 4 
% response
Mean
Response
4-0 x i<r8 110 99 104 98 102-75
1-2 x i c T 7 103 98 92 91 96-0
5-2 x i o - 7 94 100 90 97 95-25
1-3 x 10"6 63 98 92 94 86-75
5-3 x i o -6 63 94 0 46 49-25
1-3 x i o “5 0 89 0 30 29-75
* Calculated relative to control preparation to which equal 
volume of propylene glycol was administered and arbitarily 
given the value 100%.
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Average inotropic response op pour guinea pig atria preparations 
to cumulative and graded doses op simplexin
FIGURE 6
Simplexin molar bath concentration
TABLE X
INOTROPIC RESPONSE* OF GUINEA PIG ATRIA TO GRADED
31
DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
Simplexin Prep.  1 Prep. 2 Prep.  3 Prep. 4 Mean
Molar Bath % response % response % response % response Response
Concentra-
tion
4 * 10"8 116 75 83 80 88*5oo1orHXoo 116 75 83 78 88*0
4 x 10“7 65 62 133 68 82-0
8 x 10-7 84 84 150 72 97*50
4 x 10"6 75 64 60 58 64-25
8 x 10"6 72 60 60 50 60-5
TABLE XI
CHRONOTROPIC RESPONSE* OF GUINEA PIG ATRIA TO GRADED
DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
Simplexin Prep. 1 Prep. 2 Prep. 3 Prep. 4 Mean
Molar Bath % response % response % response % response Response
Concentra-
tion
4 x 10“8 88 97 92 94 92*75
0
01or—
4
X00 96 97 82 92 91-75
4 x 10 7 92 97 100 80 92-25
r
-1OrX00 51 97 56 55 64-75
4 x 10 6 47 82 84 70 70-75
C
O X 1—* o 1 O
N
42 75 100 70 71-75
* Calculât* relative to control preparation to which equal volume 
simplexin-free propylene glycol was administered and arbitarily 
given the value 100%.
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FIGURE
Average chronotropic response of four guinea pig atria preparations
TO CUMULATIVE AND GRADED DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
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adrenaline. These experiments showed that simplexin did not alter 
the responses of atria to adrenaline when a concentration of 4 x 10 M 
was present in the organ bath. Only upon washing this dose from the 
organ bath did the tissue show marked decline in both rate and force 
of contraction.
IV Guinea Pig Trachea
The guinea pig trachea is not an ideal organ bath preparation, 
because it is generally slow responding and can be affected by slight 
changes in experimental conditions particularly temperature and pH 
changes. The aim of the experiments undertaken with tracheal prepar­
ation was to see what effect, if any, simplexin has when injected 
cumulatively, and in graded doses and upon the tracheal responses 
to the $ 2 agonist drug isoprénaline.
Each individual tracheal preparation showed erratic, unpredictable
response when simplexin was introduced both in graded (Table XII) and
cumulative doses (Table XIII) . The. preparations in Tables XII and
XIII are not the same, they represent tracheas from eight different
animals. The variations in the responses of each preparation to
any given simplexin dose whether graded or cumulative makes the concept
of mean response hardly a valid one. In Table XII, preparation 1
_8gave maximum response (50%) to the lowest simplexin dose (4 x 10 M) 
whilst preparation 2, and 3 gave 6% each and the response of preparat­
ion 4 was 15%. The only apparent trend in Table XII is that each
__ g
preparation gave its lowest response to a simplexin dose of 1*2 x 10 M.
The response of each preparation to simplexin pre- and post­
propranolol administration was the same, namely erratic with no 
significant pattern as the dose increased. The presence of propranolol
in the organ bath did not alter the response of any preparation to 
simplexin. For example, at a simplexin concentration of 8*8 x 10 
the response of preparation 1 was 22% pre 18% post-propranolol that 
of preparation 2, 3 and 4 23%, 10%, 24% pre 26%, 16% and 20% 
post-propranolol respectively (Tables XIII and XIV).
Three doses of the beta agonist drug isoprénaline were chosen 
by trial and error so that the steepest point on isoprénaline dose- 
response curve on trachea was covered. The responses of four tracheal 
preparations to these doses alone (Table XV) and in the presence of 
8 x 10 simplexin (Table XVI) were measured.
It is apparent from the data that the presence of simplexin in 
the organ bath did not alter the tracheal response to isoprénaline 
particularly at 8 x 10 dose. On each occasion simplexin was 
allowed to react with the tissue for one minute before the administr­
ation of isoprénaline.
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TABLE XII
GUINEA PIG TRACHEA RESPONSE* TO GRADED DOSES 
OF SIMPLEXIN
Simplexin 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1 
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep. 3 
% response
Prep. 4 
% response
Mean
Response
4*0 x 10 8 50 6 6 15 19-25
4*0 x 10 7 24 9 8 4 11-25
1*2 x 10"6 14 0 0 8 5-50
5*0 x 10"6 30 15 16 18 19-75
8-0 x 10"6 36 5 0 9 12-50
TABLE XIII
GUINEA PIG TRACHEA RESPONSE* TO CUMULATIVE
DOSES OF SIMPLEXIN
Simplexin 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1 Prep. 2 Prep. 3 
% response % response % response
Prep. 4 
% response
Mean
Response
8-0 x icf8 16 0 7 24 11-75
8*8 x io~7 22 23 10 24 19-75
9*0 x io-6 20 6 3 9 9-50
* Calculated relative to maximum relaxation obtained with
isoprénaline which was arbitarily given the value 100%
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TABLE XIV
GUINEA PIG TRACHEA RESPONSE TO CUMULATIVE DOSES OF 
SIMPLEXIN IN PRESENCE OF 4 x 10_5M DOSE PROPRANOLOL
Simplexin Prep. 1 Prep. 2 Prep. 3 Prep. 4 Mean
Molar Bath % response % response % response % response Response
Concentra­
tion ______
8*0 x
001Or—
1 16 5 3 20
8*8 x
r-»1Ot-H 18 26 16 20
9*0 x io’6 22 14 8 14
11*00
20*00
14*5
TABLE XV
GUINEA PIG TRACHEA RESPONSE TO GRADED DOSES OF ISOPRENALINE
Isoprénaline 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep. 3 
% response
Prep. 4 
% response
Mean
Response
-98 x 10 79 53 25 29 46*50OO 
1 
1Or-HX
OO 90 88 50 58 71*501OT—HxOO 100 100 100 100 100*00
TABLE XVI
GUINEA PIG TRACHEA RESPONSE TO GRADED DOSES
OF ISOPRENALINE IN PRESENCE OF 8 x 10"■6m DOSE
OF SIMPLEXIN
Isoprénaline 
Molar Bath 
Concentra­
tion
Prep. 1
% response
Prep. 2 
% response
Prep. 3 
% response
Prep. 4 
% response
Mean
Response
-98 x 10 47 25 0 12 21*00
8 x 10"8 65 58 19 41 45*75
8 x 10-7 100 100 100 100 100*00
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Average response of four guinea pig trachea to graded doses of
ISOPRENALINE ALONE AND IN THE* PRESENCE OF A 8 X lCTTl DOSE OF 
SIMPLEXIN
1 = isoprénaline
2 = isoprénaline in presence of 8 x 106M simplexin
I 
ir\
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DISCUSSION OF SIMPLEXIN EFFECT ON ISOLATED ORGAN PREPARATIONS
Undoubtedly the most striking effect of simplexin on both guinea 
pig and rabbit ileum preparations is the "washing response" which 
in the case of the guinea pig ileum meant a spasmodic type of contrac­
tion observed upon washing concentrations of simplexin between 10 
—6to 10 M out of the organ bath. After this "washing response", the 
guinea pig ileum exhibited a loss of tone and sensitivity to all 
agonists except at very high concentrations. In the case of the 
rabbit ileum, the "washing response" meant loss of the rhythmic pendular 
movements which could not be restored by agonist drugs.
On the guinea pig ileum, simplexin did not evoke any stimulatory
or inhibitory response to acetylcholine (Tables 1 and II and Figure 3).
—6With cumulative doses of nicotine however, the presence of 4 x 10 M 
concentration of simplexin in the organ bath caused significant 
reduction to responses observed when nicotine was administered in 
graded doses without simplexin (Tables III and IV). This reduction 
in the nicotinic response in the presence of simplexin would at 
first sight suggest nicotinic receptor blockade by simplexin, but in 
fact an understanding of nicotine’s mode of action can explain the 
observed response without necessarily any simplexin involvement.
The response of the guinea pig ileum to nicotine is due to the 
combined activation of parasympathetic ganglia and cholinergic nerve 
endings. Small doses of nicotine stimulate the ganglion cells directly 
and facilitate the transmission of impulses. When larger doses of 
nicotine are applied, the initial stimulation is followed by a blockade. 
This effect is clearly demonstrated in each of the four preparations 
in Table III where maximum responses were observed at different
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concentrations and further increases in the concentration caused 
decreased responses. Ginsborg and Guerroro (1946) have shown that 
whereas stimulation of the ganglion cells coincides with their 
depolarization, depression of transmission by adequate doses of 
nicotine occurs both during the depolarization and after it has 
subsided. The data in Tables III and IV are the same preparations 
and ganglia blockade by nicotine seems the most likely explanation 
for the erratic response observed in the presence of simplexin.
There are two other likely possibilities that would account for 
the marked reduction in the nicotinic response in the presence of 
simplexin. Firstly, simplexin may be blocking access of nicotine to 
ganglia and cholinergic nerve endings and secondly, a combination 
of ganglion blockade by nicotine in adequate doses plus an added 
effect of simplexin on cholinergic nerve endings.
Graded concentrations of simplexin up to 3‘4 x 10 caused
stimulation of rabbit ileum by 173% in preparation 1 and 115% in
preparation 3. All other preparations did show marked stimulation
at a lower cumulative doses. In concentrations greater than 3*4 x 10 M
simplexin became toxic and the responses of each tissue gradually
declined - (Table V). Washing simplexin in 10 range and higher
caused irreversible loss of the rhythmic pendular movement after
-4which the tissue did not respond even to 0*2 ml 10 M ACh and 0*2 ml 
-310 M adrenaline.
As was mentioned earlier, atropine and phentolamine, muscarinic 
and alpha antagonist drugs respectively, were introduced to the organ 
bath prior to simplexin to see whether they protect the tissue 
against the ’’washing response”. None of these drugs showed any
protection against the washing effect of simplexin. This observation 
confirmed earlier observation on the guinea pig ileum preparations.
Data presented in Table VII, together with a suggestion from
Taylor, Temple & Freeman (personal communication) can be taken as
strong evidence that simplexin is unlikely to be a chelating agent
capable of chelating Ca out of solution. The data presented in
Table VII should only be interpreted in relation to simplexin being
a stronger chelating agent than EDTA. With the possibility of the
simplexin molecule possessing chelating properties being remote, one
can reasonably exclude the explanation of the "washing response" as 
o * fbeing due to Ca chelation.
There are a number of possibilities that could either partially 
or completely account for the "washing response" observed with guinea 
pig and rabbit ileum preparations. Among the possibilities that could 
partially explain the "washing response" is conformational changes of 
receptor site when simplexin was administered in concentrations greater 
than 10 M^. The data presented in Table II shows that the guinea pig 
ileum response to ACh was unaffected when 4 x 10 simplexin was 
present in the organ bath and this strongly suggests that muscarinic 
receptors at. least are unaffected by conformational changes. Although 
no specific studies were undertaken on receptor-site conformational 
changes this possibility remains theoretically valid for receptors 
other than muscarinic.
The most likely explanation and one that is consistent with 
simplexin*s lipophilic properties lies with a direct effect on membrane 
potential by blockage or destruction of the membrane transport systems 
such as Na+ - K+ ATpase. The inactivation of such a system directly 
by physical destruction of the lipid layer of membranes or indirectly
40
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by inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation and hence cut in the ATP 
requirement for Na+ and K+ transport would explain the loss of tone 
and desensitisation of both guinea pig and rabbit ileum preparations 
observed when simplexin is washed out of the organ bath.
The fact that cumulative doses of simplexin caused stimulation 
in every rabbit ileum preparation (Table V) could not be explained 
by inhibition of the mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation process 
unless one assumes that simplexin is capable of causing the tissue 
to utilise its ATP reserves before it inhibits the production of this 
molecule.
Cumulative doses of simplexin above 10 cause increased atrial 
contractility in every preparation tested. The magnitude of these 
increases varied at different dose levels between the four isolated 
guinea pig atrial preparations tested being more marked at 5*2 x 10 M 
simplexin particularly in preparations 2 and 4 (Table VIII). The 
average inotropic increase for the four preparations at 5*2 x 10 
simplexin was 62*5% whilst there was slight decrease in heart rate.
The isolated atria are devoid of any central nervous system 
influences, and responses, whether chronotropic or inotropic are 
explained by effects on the sino atrial node (SA node) and the myocardial 
muscle fibre respectively.
Cumulatively, simplexin even at the highest dose administered 
appeared to cause a positive inotropic effect which could only occur 
when the individual muscle fibres contract with greater force. Since 
one cannot really assume that "additional" muscle fibres "join*1 the 
contraction cycle to cause an increase in force, the most feasible 
explanation appears to be an arrangement that would result in all
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''bonding'1 sites between actin and myosin being occupied so that each 
muscle fibre is used to its full capacity. This arrangement involves 
the Z-bands of each sarcomene taking a fixed position (Huxley 1959).
The other likely possibilities that could account for increased 
myocardial muscle fibre contractility are optimal availability of 
catecholamines and ATP. Since catecholamines increase both force and 
rate of contraction (Harrison 1971), decrease in rate of contraction 
observed on the same preparations especially in cumulative concentrations 
around 5*3 x 10 makes the possibility of optimal catecholamine 
presence less likely to be part of the overall explanation of simplexin's 
mode of action.
Optimal availability of ATP is a possibility that warrants further 
consideration particularly in the light of earlier observations of the 
"washing response" observed on both guinea pig and rabbit ileum preparations.
The enzyme adenyl cyclase which catalyses the following reaction:
A.C.
ATP ->— *— *— *— *— *— *— >— ►cyclic AMP + Pi 
is present in the plasma membrane of many cells (Lehninger 1971). The 
formation of cyclic AMP by membrane preparations containing adenyl 
cyclase is greatly enhanced by many drugs particularly the catecholamines. 
With the simplexin molecule being highly lipophilic, the possibility 
that it possesses some activity on adenyl cyclase is feasible.
When simplexin was introduced in graded doses, both the chrono­
tropic and inotropic responses were reduced (Tables X and XI). This 
trend is in agreement with responses observed when graded doses of 
simplexin were introduced to the guinea pig and rabbit ileum prepar­
ations. Although the "washing response" in the ileum preparations meant 
total loss of sensitivity and tone in the tissue, the response of the 
atria could be described as "washing response" caused by the same
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mechanism but the high excitability of the atrial muscle fibre appear 
to have stronger resistance than the lesser excitable smooth intestinal 
muscle fibre to the simplexin molecule.
Comparison of the chronotropic effects of simplexin in cumulative 
and graded doses reveal that the SA node is not as sensitive to simplexin 
washing as the individual myocardial muscle fibres. This could be due 
to reasons of accessibility to the SA node, i.e., the longer simplexin 
is allowed in contact with the tissue, the longer its effects on the 
SA node will be marked. Washing simplexin does not seem to desensitise 
the SA node to any significant extent.
The guinea pig trachea is not an ideal preparation. It is generally 
slow reacting, and can be affected by numerous drugs. As Tables XII 
and XIII show, the responses to cumulative and graded doses of simplexin 
was similar, namely an average of 20% compared with isoprenaline.
Close examination of the individual responses of preparations to the 
various doses administered shows that the guinea pig tracheal response 
to simplexin is not dose-dependent. Table XIV shows that the beta 
receptor blocker propranolol had no effect whatsoever on the simplexin 
response. This fact further strengthens the view that the tracheal 
response to simplexin is not beta receptor-mediated.
_ ^
The presence of 8 x 10 M simplexin in the organ bath appeared 
to cause a slight shift in the isoprenaline dose response curve (Figure 8) 
at lower doses. This shift is reminescent of that observed on the 
guinea pig ileum with ACh (Figure 3). The significance of this shift 
is highly dubious since maximal response (the same magnitude of actual 
relaxation) was attained at the same dose level prior to simplexin
(Tables XV and XVI).
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ISOLATED ORGAN BATH WORK 
CONCLUSION
In none of the experiments undertaken in this section 
was the response to simplexin dose dependent. As a consequence, 
no log dose-response curves from which meaningful information as to 
possible receptor involvement could be drawn. Undoubtedly, the most 
striking and certainly unprecedented response was that observed upon 
washing simplexin out of the organ bath ("washing response") particul­
arly with guinea pig and rabbit ileum preparations.
The effect of washing simplexin out of the organ bath was less 
marked upon the guinea pig atria. This is thought to be due to the 
physiological differences between smooth and cardiac muscle, the 
latter having higher resistance. Simplexin appears to possess weak 
relaxant properties on the guinea pig trachea with no differences 
in responses whether simplexin is introduced cumulatively or in 
graded doses.
Among the various modes of action considered an effect on the 
cell membrane transport mechanism seems the most plausible particularly 
in the light of the lipophilic properties of the simplexin molecule.
AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
I believe fruitful information on simplexin's mode of action could 
be obtained by thorough exploration of the following areas.
(a) Electrophysiology, i.e. a microelectrode set up that would allow 
membrane potential measurement upon simplexin introduction.
(b) Biochemical measurement of Na"*~ - K+ ATpase transport mechanisms 
in membrane pre and post simplexin.
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(c) Labelling or coupling the simplexin molecule and tracing its 
metabolic pathway.
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CHAPTER III
SIMPLEXIN LD5o IN MICE
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SIMPLEXIN LD.q IN MICE
Aim
To ascertain simplexin toxicity as reported by Roberts et al., 
(1975) and to find the dose that would kill 50% of a given group 
of mice (LD^q ).
METHOD
Two populations of 100 SQ mice each weighing between 18-30 grams were 
divided into groups of ten at random. 10 mg/ml stock solution of 
simplexin was prepared by weighing 20 mg of simplexin and dissolving 
it in 2 ml propylene glycol. Eight concentrations that enabled injection 
of volumes as portion of one ml relevant to weight in grams were 
prepared by appropriate dilution in propylene glycol. These concentra­
tions were:-
0*1 mg/dl 
0*3 mg/dl 
0*5 mg/dl 
0'5 mg/dl 
0*7 mg/dl 
0*9 mg/dl 
1*0 mg/dl 
5*0 mg/dl 
10*0 mg/dl
On each of the two occassions that L D ^  was determined a group of 
20 mice to which relevant volumes of simplexin-free propylene glycol 
was injected acted as control. All injections were performed intra- 
peritorieally (i.p). Mice were observed for 24 hours with food and 
water being readily available at all times. Due to the availability
of simplexin, the experiment was performed twice and, as a consequence
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no statistical analysis of results is undertaken.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In none of the 40 mice used as control in the two experiments was 
death recorded. The number of mice that died at the various dose levels 
in experiment 2 was identical to the number that died in experiment 1 
thus confirming the potency of simplexin and the reproducibility of 
the experimental technique (Table XVII).
As Figure 9 shows, the dose level between 0*5 mg/kg and 0*9 mg/kg 
represent the steepest part of the curve with a gradient approximately 
4 and covers the LD^q to LD^q range. The is calculated to be
0*575 mg/kg which is considered to be extremely toxic by the categor­
ization proposed by Loomis (1968). The full details of Loomis's
categorization are as follows: 1. extremely toxic (1 mg/kg or less)
2. highly toxic (1 to 50 mg/kg)
3. moderately toxic (50-500 mg/kg)
4. slightly toxic (0*5 to 5 gm/kg)
5. practically non toxic (5 to 15 gm/kg)
6. relatively harmless (more than 15 gm/kg)
As a comparison of simplexin toxicity, the venoms of the Egyptian 
Black Snake (Walteninesia aeyyptia), has an LD^ between 0*95-0*12 mg/kg (sic).
It is concluded that these two experiments confirmed simplexin 
toxicity as reported by Roberts et at. (1975) and simplexin is classified 
as an extremely toxic substance.
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TABLE XVII
SIMPLEXIN LD IN MICE
Simplexin 
Dose mg/kg
Number of 
mice used 
in each 
Experiment
% Death 24 hours post 
inj ection
Experiment 1 Experiment
0-1 10 0 0
0-3 10 0 0
0-5 10 30 30
0-6 10 60 60
0-7 10 70 70
0*9 10 90 90
1*0 10 90 90
5*0 10 100 100
10*0 10 100 100
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SlMPLEXIN LD5Q IN MICE 
N = 10 m i c e/dose LEVEL 
NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS = 2
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECT OF SIMPLEXIN ON ANAESTHETISED CATS
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EFFECT OF SIMPLEXIN ON SERUM SODIUM., POTASSIUM, CREATINE PHQSPHOKINASE (CPK), 
g-HYPROXYBUTYRATE DEHYDROGENASE (g-HBDH), HEART RATE AND BLOOD PRESSURE 
IN CATS
INTRODUCTION
Pimelea simplex (desert rice flower) is a plant which was suspected 
of being associated with outbreaks of St. George disease in the late 
1960’s. Feeding experiments carried out by the New South Wales Depart­
ment of Agriculture and reported by Cantello (1969) showed the plant 
to be highly poisonous and able to kill guinea pigs and calves 40-72 
hours after administration. Chronic feeding experiments by Seawright 
and Francis (1971), McClure and Farrow (1971), and Roberts and Healy 
(1971), as well as acute dosing i^ ith milled alcoholic extracts of the 
plant by Clarke (1971a, 1971b, 1973) confirmed the toxicity of the plant 
in cattle and led to the emergence of various theories on the etiology 
of symptoms and syndromes characteristic of St. George disease as 
described by Maunder (1947).
Seawright and Francis (1971) suggested sodium retention as being 
the reason for development of subcutaneous oedema in affected animals. 
McClure and Farrow (1971) pointed to the possible role of low serum 
protein in the overall clinical picture. Clarke (1971a) suggested 
that inhalation of fragments of dead plant might be responsible for 
the respiratory tract involvement in the disease, and later postulated 
that pulmonary venule constriction is the basic cause of St. George 
disease (Clarke 1973).
Roberts et at. (1975) isolated a toxic substance from Pimelea 
simplex which they named simplexin and which caused St. George disease 
when administered to cattle. As there has been no previous investigation
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of what role, if any, cardiac failure plays in the development of 
St. George disease, this group of experiments was undertaken to find 
out whether simplexin directly affects cardiac function.
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METHODS
Four cats (3*5-5*0 kg) were anaesthetised with chloralose 
80 mg/kg intraperitoneally. The trachea was cannulated and the 
animals were artificially respired using a Palmer model 26816 respirator. 
The systemic blood pressure was recorded from the left femoral artery 
using a Statham Model P23AC pressure transducer and Grass Polygraph.
All intravenous injections to the animals were made into the left 
femoral vein and washed into the circulation with a 0»9% sodium chloride 
solution. The electrocardiogram was recorded from lead II and, using 
a Grass Model 7P4DE tachometer was converted to heart rate.
Blood was taken from the femoral vein for estimation of electrolytes 
and cardiac enzymes. Two samples were taken as controls, one straight 
after the animal was prepared and another after the administration of 
propylene glycol, the vehicle in which simplexin was dissolved. The 
results of these two samples, which were always about the same were 
averaged and used as control. Each animal was initially given simplexin at 
a rate of 50 yg/kg, and thereafter, at ten minute intervals three further 
doses of 100 yg/kg. Blood samples were collected between the seventh 
and the eighth minute after the administration of each dose.
Sodium and potassium estimations were made using an Instrumentation 
Laboratory flame photometer Model 143. The a-hydroxybutyrate dehydro­
genase (a-HBDH) and creatine phosphokinase (CPK) levels were determined 
by reaction rate methods (Oliver, 1955), using Calbiochem reagents, 
quality control and LC340 Photometer. In the case of a-HBDH the reaction 
rate was determined over two minutes while for CPK the reaction time 
was six minutes.
Immediately after death the abdomen and thorax of eat cat was 
opened and visual inspection of each organ including dissection was
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performed. Due to the marked variation in systemic blood pressure, 
heart rate, CPK and a-HBDH of cats to the various simplexin doses 
plus the small number of experiments involved standard errors of 
the means were not calculated. The variations in sodium and potassium 
measurements however, were comparatively much smaller and measurement 
of standard errors of means are included.
RESULTS
Maximum increase in heart rate and systemic blood pressure was 
observed in each cat after the administration of the first 100 pg/kg 
dose of simplexin. The average increase in heart rate was 39% and 
systemic blood pressure 106% at that dose (Table XVIII)* Subsequent 
administrations of 100 pg/kg doses resulted in a decrease of these two 
parameters. Although the value corresponding to the third 100 pg/kg 
dose show heart rate and systemic blood pressure to be above the control 
value in each case the animal died within eight minutes of administering 
that particular dose.
Marked electrocardiographic changes were observed after the 
administration of the first 100 pg/kg dose. These consisted of inversion 
of the QRS complex and prolonged notched T-waves. Arrhythmias of supra­
ventricular and ventricular origin dominate the ECG changes observed 
upon the administration of the second 100 pg/kg dose. In all cats 
the ECG changes observed upon the administration of the third 100 pg/kg 
dose were ventricular extrasystole, i.e., the QRS deflection was not 
preceded by a P-wave and the T-wave was opposed to the QRS. This change 
was immediately followed by ventricular fibrillation to which all 
animals succumbed.
The serum sodium level remained unaffected while potassium level 
increased significantly after the administration of the second 100 pg/kg 
dose of simplexin (Table XIX). In the case of Cat III, the animal died 
immediately upon the administration of the third 100 pg/kg dose and no 
blood was taken for sodium and potassium measurements. Statistical 
analysis was performed on three cats instead of four at that dose level.
The trend in a-HBDH and CPK was inconsistent with marked fluctuation
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in each cat at the various simplexin concentrations. Generally, 
however, there was a decrease in a-HBDH and CPK after the initial 
50 yg/kg dose and this was followed by increase back to control level.
A post-mortem was performed on each cat immediately upon death.
This consisted of visual inspection of the individual organs and 
gross dissection under magnifying lens of liver, lung, heart and kidneys. 
The liver and lungs were grossly congested with blood in each case and 
there were scattered black lesions "coffee grain" in appearance 
particularly prominent in the middle lung lobes (Fig.13). The heart 
was filled with blood that appeared to have been clotted faster than 
expected. The left ventricle appeared dilated. The kidney was least 
affected of all the organs with the occasional haemorrhage in the 
capsule.
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DISCUSSION
Simplexin has a marked stimulant effect upon the heart rate and blood 
pressure of cats, causes hyperkalemia and marked electrocardiographic 
changes when the cumulative dose reaches 250 pg/kg, and over, and does 
not appear to cause myocardial damage. The post mortem appearance of 
the various organs of cats suggests congestive circulatory failure to 
be a major cause of death.
The increase in heart rate and blood pressure implies an additional 
inotropic effect on the heart. The dose of simplexin appears to be 
a critical factor since doses less than 100 pg/kg do not cause a signif­
icant increase in heart rate although the blood pressure increased 29% 
at 50 pg/kg dose. The effect of time upon the simplexin response does 
not appear to be significant when the cumulative simplexin dose is below 
250 pg/kg, i.e. if 30 minutes instead of the 10 minutes was allowed 
between doses the response was the same.*
Electrocardiographic changes were observed after the administration 
of the first 100 pg/kg dose. These consisted of an inversion of the 
QRS complex and prolonged notched T-wave. With the administration of 
the second 100 pg/kg dose the ECG changes became much more marked with 
arrhythmia of supra-ventricular origin being the dominant feature. At 
this dose level (250 pg/kg cumulative dose), hyperkalemia became evident 
and it is highly likely that the peaked P-wave and widened T-wave seen 
at this level could be accounted for by hyperkalemia (Newmark et al.3 
1975; Armstrong, 1974) (Fig. 12).
The possibility that myocardial damage due to infarction or 
ischemia being responsible for the acute death after the third 100 pg/kg 
dose was explored by measurement of the cardiac enzymes CPK and a-HBDH.
* experiment undertaken
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The serum CPK level is made up of three isoenzymes, those of brain, 
skeletal muscle and cardiac muscle. Myocardial damage results in an 
immediate elevation of the serum CPK level. a-HBDH is lactate 
dehydrogenase isoenzyme fractions 1 and 2 which is of cardiac muscle 
origin. In myocardial or ischaemic damage to the heart the serum 
a-HBDH level rise 24-48 hours later, Wilkinson (1976). As the result 
of the individual cats show (Table XX), the control CPK level is high. 
This is due to the increased skeletal muscle fraction since animals 
had undergone a major surgery. The a-HBDH level showed lesser fluctuation 
and can be taken as evidence of a non-myocardial muscle involvement 
in the overall simplexin effect. Although a-HBDH level is normally 
elevated after the CPK level has returned to normal, one would expect 
the level to rise in an acute case especially if death is due myocardial 
infarction Galen (1975). The lack of rise in cardiac enzymes is taken 
as evidence against myocardial involvement in the overall simplexin 
effect.
The striking common feature to all cats seen upon post mortem 
examination, is that of congested liver and lungs filled with dark 
venous blood. Haemorrhage appeared to have taken place in these two 
organs with scattered dark lesions of ,:coffee grain" appearance being 
common. The left ventricle in each case was seen to be dilated and 
the kidneys seem to be least effected.
The most plausible explanation for simplexin*s mode of action 
appears to be on the cellular transport mechanism. A reduction in 
the energy supply to the Na"*"-K+ ATPase pump would lead to an increase in 
intracellular sodium and extracellular potassium which would result in an 
increase in the amount of calcium available, since calcium is moved 
intracellularly with sodium influx upon the rise of resting potential
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to threshold.
Since death follows cardiac stimulation in all cases, it is 
proposed that simplexin may be causing irreversible damage to the cell 
membrane transport mechanism. The lipid layer of the membrane is 
thought to be the likely target due to the lipophilic properties of 
the simplexin molecule.
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Figure 13
Post morten appearance of cat lung which had a total simplexin 
dose of 350 yg/kg.
CHAPTER V
ACUTE CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECT OF SIMPLEXIN ON CALVES
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ACUTE CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECT OF SIMPLEXIN ON CALVES
Aim
In the last three chapters, isolated organ response (Chapter 2), 
LD50 in mice (Chapter 3), and acute cardiovascular effects of simplexin 
in cats (Chapter 4) were discussed. In this chapter, the acute 
cardiovascular effects of simplexin on calves will be investigated.
As all previous work on St. George disease was undertaken with 
milled extract of Pimetea simplex_, the administration of simplexin 
to calves represents an unprecedented laboratory induction of St.
George disease. Results obtained in this chapter, along with results 
from the previous three chapters, are discussed in relation to the 
possible mode(s) of action of the simplexin molecule and mechanism(s) 
that may be involved in the etiology of St. George disease.
METHOD
All calves used were Friesians 3-15 days old with an average 
weight of 39 kilograms. Anaesthesia was effected with pentobarbitone 
30 mg/kg. All recordings were made on an 8 channel Grass polygraph 
model 7, using standard Grass pre-amplifiers except for the myocardial 
contractility and voltage divider pre-amplifiers which were built and 
calibrated in the laboratory (Goodman et at. 3 1972).
Due to the marked variation in the response of the various 
cardiovascular parameters and number of experiments, no calculation 
of standard errors of mean is undertaken. Results are presented as
average responses.
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For full details of the various cardiovascular parameters, their 
recording, and the surgical procedure involved, the Appendix should be 
consulted.
RESULTS
A total of eight calves were brought for experimentation in the 
cardiovascular laboratory but on only five of these calves was cardio­
vascular recording successfully undertaken. Systemic blood pressure,
heart rate and dp/dt was successfully recorded in all five calves;max
myocardial contractility and phasic pulmonary flow was recorded in 
three calves and venous blood pressure recorded in two calves. 
Electrocardiographic changes were recorded via lead II in every case.
Results are presented as percentage change from propylene glycol 
controls, which involved the administration of equal volumes of 
propylene glycol to those containing the various simplexin concen­
trations and observing the calves’ responses for five minutes. As 
the response of the calves at the various dose levels over the five 
minutes fluctuated significantly, results of the various parameters 
are presented as the response from time of administration to the 
first minute then from first minute to the fifth minute. As the 
cumulative simplexin dose reached 39 yg/kg and above, the number of 
calves that survived the one to five minute period post administration 
did not exceed two. This is indicated in the appropriate column in 
Table XXI.
Typical traces of electrocardiographic changes observed in each 
calf are included (Figure 17). Detailed interpretation of changes at 
the various dose levels will be presented in the discussion.
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BIOCHEMICAL ANÜ HAEMATOLOGICAL METHODS
Blood for biochemical and haematological estimation was collected 
between the second and third minute after the administration of the 
various doses. The main interest in the biochemical measurements was 
to assess the acute effect of simplexin on calves' electrolytes and 
hence body water, kidneys and myocardial muscle damage. The 
haematological interest was mainly concerned with the type of defensive 
response the calf showed against simplexin. As the biochemical and 
haematological analysis was determined on two calves, the results are 
averaged and presented in Tables XXII and XXIII respectively. These 
results are also shown graphically in Figures 18 and 19. For details 
of the principle involved in the measurement of each parameter, the 
Appendix should be consulted.
METHOD OF HISTQPATHOLQCY OF VARIOUS TISSUES
Lung, liver, right ventricular muscle and kidney tissues for 
light and electron microscopy were removed immediately after death 
from four calves. In one calf which died with gross spasm and 
writhing, the brain was removed and sections for light microscopy 
were taken. Generally, there were marked lesions in the lung, liver 
and right ventricular muscle with the kidneys being unaffected in 
every case. Photomicrograph of brain section showed marked micro­
gliosis. Electron and light micrographs will be presented with 
detailed discussion of the various lesions thought to be involved in 
the appropriate section. For full details of fixation, embedding
and sectioning, the Appendix should be consulted.
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Cardiovascular Changes Following The Administration 
Of One Gram Dose Of Simplexin To A Calf
1st 0*5 mg Dose (15pg/Kg)
2nd 0*5 mg Dose 
(15pg/Kg)
BP
100
mm  Mg
0
Figure 16
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DISCUSSION
Cardiovascular Parameters
When the cumulative simplexin concentration is below 24 ]ig/kg
the changes in cardiovascular parameters are minimal. Furthermore,
the effect of time at this concentration is negligible i.e. if 30
minutes instead of the 5 minutes allowed between the 7*5 yg/kg dose
*and 15 yg/kg dose the response was the same .
The cardiovascular changes observed with simplexin concen­
trations 24 yg/kg and above appeared to be irreversible. No calf 
survived for more than two minutes once the cumulative simplexin 
concentration reached 54 yg/kg. As Table XXI and Figures 14-17 
show, toxic responses occurred with doses between 24 yg/kg and 54 
yg/kg and to which the following discussion will be confined.
Intravenous injection of milled alcoholic extracts of Pi-meZea 
into calves caused marked increase in pulmonary vascular resistance, 
leading to pulmonary oedema, right heart failure, and sudden death 
and led Clarke Q973) to postulate that the toxin(s) in PimeZea 
species acts directly on pulmonary venules causing constriction.
In fact, Clarke postulated that prolonged constriction of the pulmonary 
venules is the basic cause of St. George disease and that cattle 
appear to be the only susceptible species due to their thick 
pulmonary venule sphincters.
In this series of experiments, systemic blood pressure fell, 
heart rate increased, pulmonary flow fell, venous pressure increased, 
and changes in the rate of left ventricular pressure fell and rose 
after simplexin dose of 39 yg/kg, then fell sharply.
* Experiment undertaken.
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The decreased pulmonary blood flow and increased heart rate 
indicates an increase in pulmonary resistance. This was grossly 
visible by the congestion of lungs and the appearance of scattered 
"coffee grain" (coffee bean) lesions. It is also consistent with 
the rise in pulmonary artery pressure reported by Roberts e t a l ,
(1975). The observed increase in venous pressure (threefold) 
indicates that the right side of the heart could not pump all the blood 
being delivered via the superior and inferior verio. ecLVae.
Diminished pulmonary flow lowers the amount of blood being 
delivered to the left side of the heart and may account for the fall 
in systemic blood pressure. As no aortic flow measurements were 
made, no conclusion can be drawn about changes in peripheral resis­
tance. However, it can be inferred that such changes were less than 
in the pulmonary circulation. The administration of simplexin thus 
causes a net transfer of blood from the peripheral arterial circul­
ation to the venous side.
Clarke's hypothesis that Pimelea simplex toxin(s) acts on lung 
arterioles and venule sphincters will be taken up in the discussion 
of light and electron microscopy where it will be seen that 
lung capillary membranes are the target of simplexin action.
On a weight to weight basis the average simplexin concentration 
that caused death in cats is seven times that in calves. Injected 
intraperitoneally, simplexin had an LD50 of 575 pg/kg in mice.
The specificity of simplexin to calves is clearly apparent whether 
intravenous or intraperitoneal routes of administration are considered.
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC CHANGES OBSERVED UPON 
ADMINISTERING SIMPLEXIN TO CALVES
FIGURE 17
i = CONTROL; 2 = TWO MINUTES AFTER THE ADMINISTRATION OF
1 ‘ 5 ug/kg d o s e ; 3 = FIVE m i n u t e s a f t e r t h e 7*5 u g /kg d o s e
A = TWO MINUTES AFTER THE FIRST IS JUG/KG DOSE; 5 = TWO 
MINUTES AFTER THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE SECOND 13 JUG/KG DOS 
6 FIVE MINUTES AFTER THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE SECOND 
15 FG/KG DOSE; 7 = ONE MINUTE AFTER THE ADMINISTRATION 
OF THE THIRD 15 JUG/KG DOSE.
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Electrocardiographic Changes as Measured Via Lead II 
(For convenience of interpretation, the discussion of the changes 
will be presented with the results).
Except for minor fluctuations at the various simplexin concentra­
tions, the electrocardiographic changes induced by simplexin in calves 
follow a set pattern and represent a consistent reproducible response 
in both cats and calves. Figure 17 represents a typical electrocardio­
graph of a calf which had a cumulative simplexin dose of 54 pg/kg. 
Initially the rate was 78 beats per minute and the rhythm was regular 
i.e. each QRS complex, preceded by a P-wave, the P-R intervals were 
of similar duration, the QRS complex was always of similar width and 
height. The noticeable feature in all calves was inversion of the 
P-wave. This was thought to be due to the position of the calves on 
the table and hence to a shift in the axis of the heart. Traces 2 
and 3, Figure 17, represent changes observed two minutes and five minutes 
after the administration of 7*5 pg/kg dose. The rate increased from 
78 to 84 beats at two minutes and to 92 beats by the fifth minute.
The rhythm was regular as far as P-wave preceeding each QRS complex,
P-R intervals, QRS width and height. However, there were noticeable 
changes in the inversion of the P-wave and QRS complex. The S-T 
segment became longer with marked changes in the width of the T-wave.
At the fifth minute the T-wave became notched. It is highly likely
%that this change seen at this level could be accounted for by hyper­
kalemia (Table XXII) (Newmark et at. 1975).
Marked changes were seen two minutes after the administration 
of the first 15 pg/kg dose. Here the regular rate remained between 
92 - 100 beats/minute but ectopic foci in the ventricle began firing
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at a rate between 30 - AO beats per minute. As trace A shows the sinus 
rate to ectopic ventricular rate varied from 2:1, 3:1, 1:1, 3:1, 1:1,
1:1, etc. As the ectopic beats were not preceded by P-waves, they were 
thought to originate in the ventricle because their rate was equivalent 
to the inherent rate of depolarization in the ventricle when sinus 
stimuli are blocked (Dubin, 1976).
Traces 5 and 6 represent changes observed at two minutes and five 
minutes after the administration of the second 15 yg/kg dose. Here the 
ectopic foci have disappeared and sinus tachycardia became apparent, the 
rate was 155 beats per minute and the rhythm regular with discernible P- 
waves. The P-R intervals and the height and width of the QRS complex 
are regular with no variations. At the fifth minute the tachycardia 
became more pronounced, the rate being 178 beats per minute. The T- 
wave became slender and tall with the S-T segment elevated. At this 
simplexin concentration the lungs were seen to be grossly congested 
with scattered black "coffee grain" lesions. The average serum 
potassium level was 8*3 mmol/1. The S-T segment changes are consistent 
with the hypoxia and hyperkalaemia seen at this level (Dubin, 1976).
With the administration of the third 15 yg/kg dose, rapid changes 
in all cardiovascular parameters followed and within two minutes 
ventricular fibrillation was seen. The last cycle in trace 7 marks the 
beginning of ventricular fibrillation to which all animals succumbed.
As all electrocardiographic changes were measured via Lead II one 
could not make assessment of whether axis deviation, hypertrophy or 
infarction were taking place. However, the absence of Q-waves and 
uniformness of the cardiac enzymes (a-HBDH and CPK) strongly suggest 
that no myocardial infarction occurred.
Biochemical Estimation
The main interest in the biochemical estimation undertaken in the
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two calves was to assess the acute effect of simplexin on electrolytes 
and hence body water, to assess the kidney and myocardial muscle for 
damage. Table XXII summarises the various parameters; it is apparent 
that the serum sodium level showed minimal fluctuation whilst the 
serum potassium level increased by 3*3 mmol/1, a very significant 
increase clinically. As there was no haemolysis of red cells, the 
increase in the serum potassium level is interpreted to be due to 
respiratory distress and hyperventilation which was observed after 
the various simplexin concentrations. Hyperventilation causes 
depletion of carbon dioxide from the lungs and accounts for the low 
serum bicarbonate level seen after the last 15 Pg/kg dose (13 mmol/1). 
The combination of low serum bicarbonate and high potassium strongly 
suggests metabolic acidosis to be the likely cause (Zilva, 1975). 
Acidosis increases the excretion of hydrogen ions by the kidneys and 
the retention of potassium ions. Another approach to serum electrolyte 
interpretation is measurement of "ion gap" i.e. total cations minus 
total anions calculated as sodium + potassium - (chloride + 
bicarbonate). A glance at Table XXII shows that the control value 
was 22 mmol/1 and this gap increased to 46 mmol/1 with the introduction 
of the third 15 Pg/kg simplexin dose. This value is trongly suggestive 
of metabolic acidosis which in clinical practice is encountered as 
lactic acidosis or ketoacidosis (Witte et al., 1976).
The urea and creatinine levels taken together provide accurate 
assessment of kidney function and hence hydration status. With the 
administration of the first 15 pg/kg dose the urea level increased 
from 7 mmol/1 to 8 mmol/1 while the creatinine level increased from 
0»10 mmol/1 to 0*12 mmol/i. These values represent the upper limit 
of normal for human (Tietz, 1976) and cattle (Mylrea, 1969). With 
the administration of the third 15 Pg/kg dose immediately before the 
animal died, the urea was 10 mmol/1 and creatinine 0 14 mmol/1.
These values are not indicative of kidney damage but reflect changes 
in respiration and hydration status of the animal.
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Myocardial muscle damage was monitored by measurement of the 
cardiac enzymes (CPK and a-HBDH) after the administration of various 
concentrations. As was mentioned earlier in Chapter 4. There are 
three sources of isoenzymes that make up the serum CPK level. These 
are the skeletal muscle, cardiac muscle and brain Wilkinson (1976).
Under normal conditions in health the skeletal muscle isoenzyme 
account for all the serum CPK level (Wagner, 1973). a-HBDH is lactate 
dehydrogenase (LDH) faction 1 and 2 (LDH^, LDH^) which is of myocardial 
muscle origin. In cases of myocardial muscle damage the serum CPK 
level rises sharply within the first few hours and returns to normal level 
by the end of 48 hours. a-HBDH begins to rise by 48 hours and remains 
elevated up to two weeks (Elliot e£ al.3 1962). In acute surgical 
cases cardiac enzymes change over periods of minutes and myocardial 
damage could be assessed during an experimental period - Shell et at.3 
1971; and Roe et at., 1975,
Close analysis of the serum CPK level after the various simplexin 
concentrations reveals that no myocardial damage has taken place. There 
was no change in the serum CPK level after the administration of the 
first and second 15 pg/kg doses. The moderate increases seen after 
the 1*5 pg/kg dose (32 IU/1) and third 15 pg/kg dose (38 IU/1) could 
easily be accounted for by lung congestion and surgical stress (Klein 
et al.3 1973).
Acceptance of the view that no myocardial muscle damage occurred 
is further strengthened by the fact that the serum a-HBDH level 
remained uniform with minimal changes when the three individual 15 pg/kg 
doses were administered. The high a-HBDH control level is accounted 
for by the fact that the left ventricular muscle was incised to 
introduce the Konisberg P13 miniature transducer.
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From the biochemical determination performed on the two calves 
it is concluded that acute dosing of simplexin to calves does not 
cause renal or myocardial impairment.
Haematological Estimation
The variation in haemoglobin (Hb), packed cell volume (PCV), 
white cell count (WCC), and differential observed after the various 
simplexin concentrations fall within the normal range for calves as 
reported by Schalm, 1961. However, there are a number of interest­
ing trends that could be significant. Firstly, the Hb level fell from 
17*0 g/dl after 1*5 yg/kg dose to 11*3 g/dl after the third 15 yg/kg 
dose. At the same time the PCV level rose from 0  47 to 0*61. This 
trend in Hb and PCV would at first sight indicate that there was an 
increase in the number of red blood cells yet a fall in Hb! This 
opposing trend is most likely explained by the hydration status of 
the animal (3 mmol/1) increase in urea). Another possibility that 
may have contributed to the increase PCV is a swelling of red blood 
cells and changes in their content. This possibility appears plausible 
when one considers the implied increase in total peripheral resistance 
discussed earlier.
Although the changes in WCC fall within the limit for calves, an
9increase from 1*8 to 7*9 x 10 /1 in a space of 5 minutes must be 
considered significant. As the neutrophils and lymphocytes count 
follow a normal trend throughout the various simplexin concentrations, 
the increased WCC after the first and third 15 yg/kg doses is most 
likely explained as defensive mechanism against foreign matter.
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LIGHT MICROSCOPY ON BRAIN
Aim and Method
This study was undertaken to assess what affect, if any, acute 
administration of simplexin has on the calf central nervous system.
The brain of one calf which died with gross writhing suggestive 
of central nervous system involvement was removed, fixed in 10% formalin, 
and sections prepared, stained and observed under light microscope.
RESULTS
Slides from different areas of the cerebellum and cerebrum were 
scanned under the light microscope at different magnifications. Figures 
20 and 21 represent typical appearance of the frontal and mid cerebrum 
areas. The general appearance was that of significant increase in 
microglial cells (microgliosis). Higher magnification of the arterioles 
showed fibrenoid degeneration.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The microglial cells are regarded as the scavanger cells of the 
central nervous system, i.e. similar to blood neutrophils which 
phagocytose foreign matter. Numerous inflammatory conditions of the 
central nervous system such as encephalitis and meningitis and stimuli 
such as shock can induce microgliosis. It is highly likely that 
cerebral anoxia due to respiratory distress brought about by simplexin 
effect on lung is the cause of microgliosis.
4
Close observation of the fibrenoid degeneration around the cerebral 
arterioles showed the muscle cells shedding their neuclei into the 
perivascular space. This is interpreted as due to necrosis of the
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FIGURE 20
(Top) Frontal cortical section showing increased microglial
CELLS (MICROGLIOSIS). NOTE - MITOSIS AMONG MICROGLIAL CELLS.
MAG. X 200 
FIGURE 21
(Bottom) mid cortical section showing fibrnoid degeneration 
of arteriole. Mote non uniformity of per anteriolar space, 
degeneration of muscle cells which have shed their nuclei, 
mag. x 500
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muscle cells around arteriolar wall induced by the severity of 
the cerebral anoxia.
It is concluded that whenever the central nervous systems is 
involved in St. George disease such an involvement is secondary 
to respiratory distress which induces cerebral anoxia.
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY STUDY ON TISSUE OF CALVES 
ACUTELY DOSED WITH SIMPLEXIN
AIM AND METHOD
Virtually all documented descriptions of clinical cases of 
St. George disease in cattle have implicated that the liver, (Peliosis 
hepatis) heart, (congestive cardiac failure, pulmonary oedema), kidneys 
(protein and sugar in urine) and lungs (pulmonary arteriole constriction) 
to be the likely organs effected by Pimelea simplex toxin(s). This 
study was undertaken to investigate changes at intracellular level 
that may be taking place when simplexin is administered to calves.
The lung, liver, right ventricular muscle and kidneys were removed 
immediately after death from four calves which died after simplexin 
infusion. The average cumulative amount of simplexin in each calf 
was 1*5 mg.
Tissues from a healthy two week old calf reared and bred on the 
Camden University farm property were used as control.
For full details of the schedule used for fixation, dehydration 
and embedding of the various tissues the appendix should be consulted.
RESULTS
The lung lesions were the most marked. A similar picture was seen
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throughout the four calves. This consisted of congested capillaries 
with conspicuous breaks in the capillary endothelium and alveolar 
epithelium. The alveolar space was seen to be filled with proteinaceous 
material and red blood cells. Figures 22 - 25a shows typical EM 
pictures from four calves at various magnifications. The appearance 
of the appropriate area from the control untreated calf is included.
The hepatocyte lesion(s) consisted mainly of vacuolation, loss 
of mitochondrial granules and general disorganisation of the endoplastic 
reticulum.
A similar picture was seen among the four calves. Figures 26-28a 
show typical EM appearance from three calves at various magnifications. 
The appearance of the appropriate areas from the control untreated 
calf is included.
Figures 29 - 30a show the typical appearance of the right 
ventricular muscle. Generally, the tissue was oedematous, with breaks 
in the mitochondrial structure, lack of register between adjacent 
myofibrils and microtubular system. The appropriate areas from the 
control untreated calf are included.
A number of grids from each of the four calves were scanned 
under the electron microscope to investigate kidney lesion(s). All 
grids showed the kidney to be unaffected. Figure 31 and 31a shows 
the glomerular membrane of the control calf and of a calf which had 
1*5 mg simplexin to be similar.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The lung lesions induced by administering simplexin to calves 
appear to be caused by a direct effect of simplexin on the capillary 
endothelium and possibly alveolar epithelium. Sections of lungs from
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four calves showed disintegration of both endothelium and epithelium 
structure. Since the epithelium is subjected to normal atmospheric 
pressure and the capillary endothelium is under continuous venous pressure 
which could amount to 10 mmHg it is highly likely that pressure changes 
would cause damage to the epithelium before the endothelium. However 
due to the lipophilic properties of the simplexin molecule it is 
believed that the lipid layer of the capillary endothelium is a likely 
target of simplexin.
The proteinaceous material and red blood cells seen in the 
alveolar spaces throughout the lungs are likely exudates brought 
about by collapse of the capillary endothelium (Estham , 1975).
The acute effect of simplexin on the liver appears to be 
secondary to its overall effect on the cardio-pulmonary system. The 
general hepatocyte picture was that of increased vacuolation, 
distension of mitochondria, and the appearance of amorphous material. 
Transient liver congestion secondary to a drop in arterial pressure 
could account for the intracellular changes observed (Montgomery, 1965).
Pulmonary congestion causes an increase in the force of con­
traction of the heart and due to the increased pulmonary resistances 
and increases in end systolic volume the ventricles of the he rt 
dilate and weaken the myofibres. The EM picture seen in the four 
calves shows intracellular oedema, disrupted organisation of myofibrils 
and microtubules. This finding is taken as evidence for the proposal 
that the myocardial lesion(s) is secondary to pulmonary congestion.
Virtually all the chronic feeding experiments reported in the 
literature and certainly the two feeding experiments undertaken 
in this thesis (Chapter VI) shows the kidneys to be affected with
varying amount of sugar and protein detected in the urine once the 
clinical signs of St. George disease appeared. Large molecules 
like albumin and globulin can pass through the kidney only when 
the glomerular membranes are damaged. A scan of kidneys from four 
calves showed uniforrcness of the glomerular membrane with no detect­
able lesion in any calf.
It is concluded from this study that the lung capillary endothelium 
membrane is the primary target of the simplexin molecule. The lung 
lesion reported by Clarke (1973) to be due to constriction of 
pulmonary venule sphincter is in fact due to collapse of the lung 
capillary endothelium coupled with collapse of alveolar epithelium 
and the consequent exudation of fluid and red blood cells to the 
alveolus.
The liver and right ventricular muscle lesions are secondary 
to the effect of simplexin on the lungs. Oedematous intracellular 
space and disorganisation of mitochondria was seen in both liver 
and right ventricular muscle. In the former it is thought to be 
due to transient liver congestion which follows a drop in arterial 
pressure and in the latter to dilation of the ventricles due the 
increased lung resistance and end systolic volume.
The acute administration of simplexin to calves does not 
cause detectable kidney damage.
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ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF LUNG LESIONS INDUCED
BY ADMINISTERING SIMPLEXIN TO CALVES
FIGURE 22 (Top)
E.M. of control calf lung. Note continuity of capillary endothelium 
and alveolar epithelium. 1 = capillary with RBC; 2 = capillary endo­
thelium; 3 = alveolus, mag. x 7000 
FIGURE 22(a) (Bottom)
E.M. of a calf lung which had a total simplexin dose of 1*5 mg.
1 = capillary congested with a number of RBC; 2 = conspicuous break in 
basement membrane; 3 = alveolar space with proteinaceous material;
4 = remnant of RBC inside alveolus; 5 = evidence of autophagocytic 
activity, mag. x 4,132
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FIGURE 23 (Top)
E.M. of control calf showing normal capillary and alveolus.
1 = capillary containing a RBC and leucoyte; 2 = uniform capillary membrane 
with numerous pinocytotic vesicles; 3 = alveolar space, mag. x 10,000 
FIGURE 23(a) (Bottom)
E.M. from a similar area shown in Figure 23. 1 = capillary with a
number of RBC; 2 = degenerated capillary endothelium; 3 =  alveo* ir space 
showing exudation of fibrous and amorphous pioteinaceous material;
4 = part of the alveolar wall which appears to be intact, mag. x 4,132.
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FIGURE 24 (Top)
High power E.M. of a control calf lung capillary endothelium;
1 - capillary containing unidentified structure showing tubule and lamellae”
2 = endothelial layer of membrane; 3 = alveolar space, mag. x 20,000 
FIGURE 24(a) (Bottom)
High power E.M. Qf a lung capillary endothelium from a calf which 
had a total dose of 1*5 mg simplexin. 1 = capillary with RBC; 2 = break­
down of alveolar epithelium; 3 = alveolar space showing proteinaceous 
material; 4 = intact capillary endothelium, mag. x 20,000
FIGURE 25 (Top)
E.M. from a control calf showing normal capillary and alveolus.
1 = capillary with RBC; 2 = intact capillary endothelium; 3 = alveolus 
with intact alveolar epithelium, mag. x 10,000 
FIGURE 23(a) (Bottom)
Capillary and alveolus from a calf which had a total simplexin dose 
of 1*5 mg. 1 = capillary with numerous RBC, 2 = "Fuzzy" capillary endothelium; 
3 = alveoj space filled with amorphous proteinaceous material and fi: ;>us
protein, mag x 4,132.
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF LIVER LESION(S) INDUCED
BY ADMINISTERING SIMPLEXIN TO CALVES
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FIGURE 26 (Top)
E.M. of hepatocyte from control calf. 1 = glycogen granules;
2 = densely staining mitochondrion with conspicuous granules; 3 = rough 
endoplasmic reticulum; 4 = lysozomes; 5 = nucleus, mag. x 7,000
FIGURE 26(a)(Bottom)
Hepatocyte of a calf which had a total simplexin dose of 1*5 mg.
1 = large vacuole containing amorphous proteinaceous material; 2 = distended 
spherical mitochondrion which does not contain granules; 3 =? endoplasmic
reticulum which appears to have lost its organisation, mag. x 7,000
FIGURE 27 (Top)
E.M. of hepatocyte from control calf showing 1 = glycogen granules;
2 = mitochondrion with christae and prominent granules; 3 = rough endo­
plasmic reticulum, mag. x 15,000 
FIGURE 27(a) (Bottom)
Hepatocyte from a calf which had a total simplexin dose of 1*5 mg.
1 = vacuole with proteinaceous fluid; 2 = mitochondrion with a distended 
matrix and no granules, mag. x 15,000
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FIGURE 28 (Top)
E.M. of hépatocyte from a control calf. 1= mitochondrion showing 
clear matrix and christae with prominent mitochondrial granules; 2 = glycogen 
granules, mag. x 10,000 
FIGURE 28(a) (Bottom)
Hepatocyte from a calf which had a total simplexin dose of 1*5 mg.
1 = less densely staining mitochondrion with no mitochondrial granules;
2 = vacuole with proteinaceous material; 3 = nucleus; 4 = sinusoid.
Note lack of glycogen granules, mag. x 4,132.
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF RIGHT VENTRICULAR MUSCLE LESION(S)
INDUCED BY ADMINISTERING SIMPLEXIN TO CALVES
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FIGURE 29 (Top)
E.M. o f  r ig h t  v e n t r i c u la r  muscle from c o n t r o l  c a l f .  1 = Z - l i n e ;
2 -  l i g h t  H~band; 3 = w e l l  o rg a n ized  m itoch on d r ia l  c r i s t a e ,  prominent 
m itoch on d r ia l  g ra n u les ;  4 = g ly co g e n ,  mag. x 15,000 
FIGURE 29(a) (Bottom)
E.M. o f  r ig h t  v e n t r i c u la r  muscle from a c a l f  which had a t o t a l  
sim plexin dose o f  1*5 mg. 1 = Z - l i n e ;  2 = H-band; 3 = oedomatous sp a ce ;  
4 -  m itoch on dr ion . Note la ck  o f  r e g i s t e r  between a d ja cen t  m y o f i b r i l s
mag. x 10,000
FIGURE 30 (Top)
E.M. of right ventricular muscle from control calf. 1 = 
mitochondrion showing well organised cristae and prominent granules; 
2 = microtubule; 3 = Z-line; A = H-band. mag. x 15,000 
FIGURE 30(a) (Bottom)
E.M. of right ventricular muscle of a calf which had a total 
simplexin dose of 1.5 mg. Note intracellular oedema, disrupted 
organisation of myofibrils and mitochondria that appears distended.
1 = mitochondrion; 2 = oedematous region; 3 = Z-line; A = H-band.
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mae. x 5.5A9
ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF CALVES KIDNEY AFTER
THE ADMINISTRATION OF SIMPLEXIN
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Figure 31 (Top)
E .. Oi a glomerular membrane from a control calf. Note uniform 
thickness and normal podocytes in the visceral layer of Bowman Capsule.
1 = glomerular membrane; 2 = podocytes, mag. x 15,000 
FIGURE 31(a) (Bottom)
E.M. of glomerular membrane from a calf which had a total simplexin 
dose of 1*5 mg. Note uniformness of glomerular membrane and normal 
podocytes. 1 = glomerular membrane; 2 = podocytes, mag. x 15,000
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Problems faced in acute experiments
The sudden collapse of all cardiovascular parameters upon the 
introduction of 15 yg/kg doses of simplexin leaves one helpless to 
manipulate administration of beta agonist, beta blockers, cardiac 
glycosides or anti-arrhythmic drugs such as lignocaine and hence 
to see if any of simplexin1s effects could be reversed. The gross 
appearance of the lungs upon the administration of simplexin left 
me with the impression that none of the cardioactive drugs would 
reverse any parameters once 15 yg/kg doses are administered.
I believe three modifications to the experiments undertaken in 
this section would give valuable information on the mode of action 
of simplexin. These should include areflexic calves, i.e. one in 
which the CNS is destroyed, calves in which both vagi are severed 
and could be stimulated; this experimental set-up would enable 
assessment of the parasympathetic nervous influence on the heart. 
Also there should be an investigation of a "cocktail" mixture of 
simplexin with various concentrations of cardioactive drugs.
Since my main interest was assessment of the cardiovascular effect 
of simplexin on the heart, none of the above mentioned experiments
was undertaken.
CHAPTER VI
CHRONIC FEEDING EXPERIMENTS WITH PIMELEA SIMPLEX
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CHRONIC FEEDING EXPERIMENTS WITH FIIGELEA SIMPLEX 
INTRODUCTION
With the full co-operation and assistance of Associate Professor 
T.J. McClure, School of Veterinary Clinical Studies, Camden, N.S.W., 
feeding experiments on two young Friesian calves reared on the Camden 
University farm property were undertaken.
The aim of these two experiments was to establish a picture of 
pathological changes which occur during development of St. George 
disease as described by Maunder (1947) and to relate these changes 
to the clinical observations of the calves. The clinical pathology 
of these two experiments is discussed with the pharmacology of 
simplexin in establishing possible mechanism(s) that may account for 
St. George disease.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Pimelea simplex plants that had grown after the Autumn rains 
in 1976 collected from Kulkyne Station in Northwest New South Wales, 
were used for feeding. The feeding time and quantity of plant fed 
differed between the two calves and the quantity differed on the same 
calf from week to week in accordance with development of symptoms 
and clinical signs characteristic of St. George disease.
As a control, two weeks were allowed for observation and assess­
ment of the calves. During these two weeks the clinical status of 
each calf was recorded along with a blood collection for haematological 
and biochemical analysis.
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Detailed Pimelea simplex Feeding and Observations
The following details are the clinical notes recorded by a 
Clinician in the field (Associate Professor T.J. McClure) and 
presented without alteration.
Calf 1
Friesian female calf born 28/9/76, brought into experimental house 
6/10/76 in good sound condition with weight 39 kg and normal appetite.
Blood for biochemical and haematological assessment was collected on 
6/10/76, spun, the serum separated and frozen. Blood films were 
made on the spot and haematology blood collected in EDTA containing 
tubes. Supplemented milk (Denkavit) was available freely at all 
times.
From 15/10/76 to 22/10/76 3 grams of Pimelea simplex were fed 
every third day and the calf appeared normal with no observable 
changes. From 26/10/76 to 29/10/76 5 grams were fed daily, during 
which period there were some blood in the faeces and slight diarrhoea. 
On the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 8th and 9th November a further 5 grams were 
fed with the calf developing profuse watery diarrhoea, tachycardia 
(heart rate 120 beats/min) on 4th November with irregular appetite and 
no weight gain. No Pimelea was fed from 9th to 22nd November, during 
which period the calf appeared depressed with poor appetite and 
profuse watery diarrhoea. By 22nd November some recovery had taken 
place with diarrhoea becoming intermittent but the calf was showing 
signs of congestive heart failure (dyspnoea, prominent jugular pulse 
which became marked after feeding and exercise). On 23rd N'- vember,
5 grams Pimelea were fed, using Combistix test, glucose was detected 
in the urine with the Combistix colour in the upper range (approxim-
ately 25 mg/dl). On 24th November a further 5 grams of Pimetea 
were fed, the animal developed marked dyspnoea with prominent 
jugular pulse and tachycardia (heart rate 158 beats/min). On 
the morning of 26th November the animal died unexpectedly.
Calf 2
Friesian male calf born 3rd February 1977, brought into experimental 
house on 7th February after being fed milk from cow, then put on 
"Denkavit" milk supplement 1/2-3/4 gallon twice daily. The calf 
weighted 50 kilograms and was in healthy normal condition with good 
appetite. Blood samples were collected the first two weeks for 
biochemical and haematological assessments.
Milled stalks of Pimetea simplex August 1976 growth collected 
from Kulkyne Station, New South Wales, were prepared as follows:
One gram plant was extracted in 1 ml ethyl alcohol diluted 
with 2 ml distilled water and 2 ml propylene glycol giving a total
volume of 5 ml was administered on 16th, 17th, 18th, 21st, 22nd,
23rd, 25th and 28th February during which period blood was collected 
at least once a week and the urine tested with Combistix for glucose, 
protein and ketone bodies. Urine tests were negative and the calf
appeared in good condition with no signs of any diarrhoea. The
heart rate was between 62-70 beats per minute. On 1st March the calf 
was given 7*5 mis, then from 7th to 11th March 10 mis daily. From 14th 
to 18th March 15 mis was given daily. On 21st March 20 ml was given. 
On 22nd March 30 mis was given. From 25th to 27th March 50 mis of 
Pimetea extract was given daily up to which time the calf did not 
show any signs of diarrhoea and continued to be in good condition 
with normal appetite. At this stage it was concluded that the Pimetea 
extract had lost its potency.
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From 1st April to 12th May the calf was fed 5 grams of Pimelea 
simplex plant twice weekly, 5 grams on Monday and 5 grams on Thursday. 
On 7th, 8th and 9th April the calf lost its appetite and developed 
diarrhoea, and from 15th April onward there was a marked loss of 
condition and weight. By 14th May the calf had developed subman­
dibular oedema with prominent jugular pulse and disinclination to 
move. Feeding was stopped on 12th May in the hope that recovery 
may take place and the animal could be brought to the laboratory for 
cardiovascular assessment. The calf died before 7 a.m. on 18th 
May and post mortem was performed by 11 a.m. the same morning.
Biochemical Estimations
The main interest in the biochemical estimations undertaken in 
this Chapter was to critically assess what role, if any, biochemical 
changes play in the etiology of the various symptoms encountered in 
clinical cases of St. George disease as described by Maunder (1974).
In the case of Calf 1 the main interest was focused on diarrhoea
and congestive cardiac failure. Since disturbances in electrolyte
+ +balance (Na , K ) are thought to be one of the main causes of 
diarrhoea (Zilva, 1975) these electrolytes were monitored along with 
serum osmolality on a weekly basis. As the use of serial serum 
cardiac enzyme changes (a-HBDH, CPK) as a diagnostic index of 
congestive cardiac failure and myocardial muscle damage is well 
documented, these two enzymes were monitored on a weekly basis to 
establish their role in the development of congestive cardiac failure.
With Calf 2, the biochemical interest was widened considerably 
to include assessment of the liver lesion described by Seawright and
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Francis (1971) as peliosis hepatis and to monitor kidney function 
along with the electrolytes and cardiac enzymes described above for 
Calf 1. The liver lesion (peliosis hepatis) was assessed by at 
least once weekly estimation of liver function test (total protein, 
albumin, globulin, bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, inorganic 
phosphate, and uric acid). Kidney function was assessed by at least 
once weekly estimation of serum urea and creatinine.
Methods used for Measuring the 
Various Biochemical Parameters
All the biochemical estimations undertaken in this Chapter were 
performed in the Clinical Biochemistry Department at the Prince of 
Wales Hospital (Randwick, N.S.W.) with the full cooperation of the 
Head of Pathology, the late Professor D.L. Wilhelm.
The appendix should be consulted for the method and techniques 
used for each parameter.
RESULTS
Tables XXIV and XXV summarise the values of the various bio­
chemical parameters monitored over 9 and 15 week periods for Calves 
1 and 2 respectively. The most noticeable decrease in serum 
electrolytes and osmolality occurred during weeks 6 and 7 in Calf 
1 (13 mmol/1 drop in sodium, 1*1 mmol/1 drop in potassium and 32 
mmol/kg drop in osmolality) corresponding with the appearance of 
blood in faeces and profuse watery diarrhoea. No significant change 
in serum electrolytes and osmolality occurred in Calf 2 up to the 
13th week when there was loss of appetite, diarrhoea and the appear­
ance of submandibular oedema and prominence of jugular pulse. The
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decrease in serum electrolytes and osmolality from the 13th to 15th 
weekswas moderate (average of 10 mmol/1 drop in sodium, 0*8 m mol/1 
drop in potassium and 20 mmol/kg drop in osmolality by the 14th week.
There was no significant increase in cardiac enzymes in Calf 1 
over the 9 weeks and similarly no significant increase in Calf 2 up 
to the 14th week. However, by week 15 with the appearance of 
prominent jugular pulse and submandibular oedema there was threefold 
increase in serum CPK clearly reflecting the congestive cardiac failure 
that was clinically obvious (McClure, personal communication) at the 
time.
The most interesting aspect of liver assessment was the observ­
ation that the hepatocytes continue to function normally up to the 
death of the animal. This is clearly reflected by the uniformness 
of albumin, bilirubin and alkaline phosphatase (heat stable) values 
(see Discussion). Significant decreases in alkaline phosphatase 
(bone origin) urate, and globulin occurred from the 11th to 15th weeks. 
The implication of these decreases is discussed.
The kidneys remained in normal healthy condition throughout the 
15 week period. This is clearly shown by the uniformness of the 
urea and creatinine value throughout (Figs. 32-39).
Haematological Estimations
The aim of the haematological estimations was to assess the 
response of the reticuloendothelial system (RES) (bone marrow, lymph 
nodes, spleen and liver) to Pi-metea sim plex poisoning and hence gauge 
the role it plays in the development of the various symptoms commonly 
encountered in clinical cases of St. George disease in cattle. In 
Calf 1 haematological estimations were undertaken on three occasions
TABLE
Week
Numbe
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
CHANGES IN SERUM ELECTROLYTES, OSMOLALITY AND 
CARDIAC ENZYMES OBSERVED OVER NINE WEEKS IN CALF
Sodium 
mmol/1
Potassium
mmol/1
Osmolality
mmol/kg
Ct-HBDH
U/l
143 4'9 285 635
141 5*1 280 490
139 5*0 288 635
143 5*1 283 568
143 4*9 275 465
130 3*8 253 345
136 4*6 255 410
136 4*5 260 425
140 -> 00 265 480
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corresponding with the appearance of the various symptoms (profuse 
diarrhoea, dyspnoea, and dyspnoea with prominent jugular pulse).
For Calf 2, haematological estimations were undertaken throughout 
the 15 weeks.
Table XXVI summarizes the value of the various haematological 
parameters assessed during the clinical appearance of the various 
symptoms in Calf 1. The most striking feature is the marked 
decrease in red cell count (RCC), haemoglobin (Hb), packed cell 
volume (PCV) and white cell count (WCC). The absolute values,
(mean cell volume (MCV), mean cell haemoglobin (MCH), and mean cell 
haemoglobin concentration (MCHC)) and differentials (neutrophils, 
lymphocytes, monocytes, basophils and eosinophils) remained uniform 
within the normal range (Schalm, 1961) until the death of the 
animal. The significance of the haematological changes is discussed 
in the appropriate section.
The haematological changes observed in Calf 2 followed the same 
trend as those observed in Calf 1 with the most significant decreases 
occurring in RCC, Hb, PCV and WCC. The absolute values remained 
uniform throughout with the differential count showing relative 
neutropenia and lymphocytosis from weeks 7 to 15. The significance 
of the haematological changes observed in both calves is discussed in
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the appropriate section.
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DISCUSSION
Biochemical Changes Induced by P'Lrm'lea Simplex 
Poisoning in Cattle
+ +The changes in serum electrolytes (Na , K ) and osmolality observed 
in Calf 1 over nine weeks are minimal. The only significant decrease 
occurred in week 6 coinciding with the clinical observation of profuse 
watery diarrhoea. Sodium and potassium, along with other electrolytes, 
are normally lost through the gastrointestinal tract in the faeces.
In diarrhoea the peristaltic movement of the gut is increased and there 
is a decreased absorption of fluid and nutrients. The fluid loss 
causes depletion of serum electrolytes and hence there is a drop in 
osmolality. Depending upon the severity of the diarrhoea, dehydration 
and muscle cramps usually follow.
The range between the highest and lowest recorded serum sodium 
level over the nine weeks was 13 mmol/1, the serum potassium range was 
1*3 mmol/1 and the serum osmolality was 35 mmol/kg over the same period. 
As the lowest recorded value for these parameters coincided with the 
clinical observation of profuse watery diarrhoea, it appears likely that 
fluid loss via the gastrointestinal tract caused the drop in these para­
meters .
Serum creatine phosphokinase and a-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase 
are two enzymes indicative of myocardial muscle damage. False positive 
CPK values are encountered in muscular dystrophy, surgery, and inflam­
matory diseases of muscle but the concomitant measurement of a-HBDH 
eliminates such an incidence. Necrotic myocardial muscle damage causes 
immediate elevation of CPK which returns to normal level within 48 hours. 
Coinciding with the return of serum CPK to normal, a-HBDH begins to
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rise and reaches maximum elevation on the 4th or 5th day from the 
onset of myocardial necrosis. The a-HBDH level returns to normal 
within 2 weeks provided no further myocardial damage occurs (Wilkinson, 
1976).
The fluctuations in the serum CPK and a-HBDH level observed over 
the nine weeks in Calf 1 are minimal and indicate that no myocardial 
muscle damage has taken place. Although tachycardia and dyspnoea 
were prominent clinical symptoms over weeks 8 and 9, they were not 
associated with necrotic or ischaemic myocardial damage.
The changes in serum electrolytes and osmolality observed over 15 
weeks in Calf 2 followed an identical trend to that seen in Calf 1, i.e. 
the only significant drop occurring with the clinical observation of 
diarrhoea. These changes appear to be mainly due to fluid loss through 
the gastrointestinal tract. Oedema, which was prominent during weeks 
14 and 15, may have been a contributory factor.
Urea and creatinine are small molecules removed from the serum by 
glomerular filtration and then excreted in the urine. The kidney has 
a large reserve capacity to reabsorb and excrete urea and creatinine. 
Consequently, serum levels of these two molecules in renal disease 
generally do not increase until renal function is substantially impaired. 
The simultaneous measurement of serum urea and creatinine offers an 
excellent index of renal functions.
During the first five weeks there was consistent increase in the 
serum urea and creatinine level. This is interpreted as due to "ageing" 
and diet since these two factors are known to influence the urea level 
and "ageing" i.e., the first few weeks of life influence the creatinine
level (Tietz, 1976). The urea and creatinine levels remained within the
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normal range from the 5th to 15th weeks with the only significant increase 
in the serum urea at week 15. This increase is interpreted as 
indicative of substantial renal impairment since random qualitative 
tests on urine for sugar and protein from the 9th to 15th weeks have 
consistently showed moderate levels of these substances to be present. 
Quantitative tests for urinary protein (see Appendix) performed in 
weeks 13 and 15 showed 1*8 and 3*2 grams/litre respectively.
It is concluded from these observations that Pimetea toxin(s) 
causes kidney damage and that serum urea and creatinine measurements 
are not a sensitive index of the kidney damage except when substantial 
impairment with impending renal failure occurs. It is suggested that 
urea or creatinine clearance test over 24 hours would provide much better 
assessment of kidney status in clinical cases of St. George disease.
With the exception of CPK level at week 15, there was no signific­
ant fluctuation in the cardiac enzymes in Calf 2. This finding further 
strengthens the view that the tachycardia, pulmonary oedema, increased 
central venous pressure and respiratory distress that are commonly 
observed symptoms of St. George disease do not cause necrosis or 
ischaemia of the myocardium. The marked increase in the serum CPK level 
in week 15 is suggestive of myofibril oedematous damage due to congestive 
cardiac failure (Callcutt, 1969). Electron miscroscopy pictures of 
right ventricular muscle from four calves acutely dosed with simplexin 
revealed myofibrilar oedema (figs. 29-30a, Chapter V).
Over the 15 weeks period there was no significant change in the
serum inorganic phosphate level (HPO3 ). Clinically, hyper- and hypo-
*+
phosphatemia are commonly encountered in hypo- and hyperparathyroidism
respectively. Other conditions such as hypervitaminosis D, and defects
3in renal reabsorption cause significant changes in the serum HPO
4
(Tietz, 1976). The only conclusion one can make from measurement of
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serum phosphate without the concomitant measurement of serum calcium 
is that the parathyroid glands do not appear to be affected in clinical 
cases of St. George disease.
The hypoproteinaemia encountered from weeks 9 to 15 was mainly 
due to a decrease in the globulin fraction. Serum proteins such as 
albumin, fibrinogen, and the majority of the globulins, with the excep­
tion of gamma-globulin are synthesized by the liver (Gray, 1974).
As parameters indicative of liver function (albumin, bilirubin 
and heat stable alkaline phosphatase) remained uniform throughout the 
15 weeks period, one concludes that the hepatocellular function of the 
liver remained unaffected. As further evidence of intact hepatocellular 
function the serum glutamate pyruvate transaminase (SGPT) level was 
measured on three occasions during weeks 8, 12 and 14, and on each 
occasion the level was within the normal range (less than 24 IU/1).
It appears likely that the decrease in the serum globulin was due 
to a decrease in the gamma-globulin fraction. As the gamma-globulins 
are the immunoglobins of the body (IgA, IgG, IgM) a decrease in their 
level represents a depressed body defence against foreign matter 
especially infective organisms such as bacteria and viruses. The 
immuno-globulins are formed in the bone marrow, lymph nodes and spleen. 
These tissues represent sites of active meiosis and mitosis where the 
majority of blood cells are formed including haemo- and erythropoeisis. 
The implied decrease in the gamma-globulins is consistent with the 
clinical observation of a decreased resistance to infection and the over­
all ha- matological picture (see next section) .
Of all the biochemical parameters measured the most striking 
decrease occurred in the serum alkaline phosphatase level (35 IU/1, 
week 15 vs 220 IU/1, week 1). There are two main sources that make up
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serum alkaline phosphatase; these are bones and bile canaliculi in 
the liver. Alkaline phosphatase estimations are of interest in the 
diagnosis of two groups of conditions: hepatobiliary disease and bone
disease associated with increased osteoblastic activity. Two commonly 
employed methods that distinguish the source of alkaline phosphatase 
are separation by electrophoresis and heat stability testing. (Electro­
phoresis on cellulose acetate or agarose plate separates alkaline phospha­
tase isoenzymes by their electrophoretic mobilities (hence charge), 
whilst heating serum at 56°C for 15 minutes eliminates the activity of 
the heat labile alkaline phosphatase bone fraction). The latter test 
was undertaken on three occasions during weeks 6, 12 and 15 (see 
Appendix). The main source of alkaline phosphatase at week 6 was bone 
(<20% activity remained), at week 12 the source was liver and bone (28% 
activity) and by week 15 the source was virtually all liver (85% activity).
Two conclusions could be drawn from the monitoring of alkaline 
phosphatase over the 15 weeks in Calf 2. Firstly, there was no 
hepatobiliary obstruction and hence further evidence of intact liver 
function. Secondly, the marked decrease in the bone-origin alkaline 
phosphatase points to an arrested bone growth, a finding that is 
consistent with field observation of cattle with St. George disease.
The implication of normal liver function in clinical cases of St. 
George disease is further strengthened by the uniformness of the bili­
rubin level over the 14 weeks. The sharp rise observed during week 15 
is believed to be due to marked intravascular haemolysis (see Table XVII).
The serum uric acid level (urate) showed a significant decrease 
over the 15 weeks. Uric acid is the end product of purine 
metabolism and purines are vital constituents of nucleoproteins, deoxy­
ribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA), all of which charac­
terise cells genetic make-up. The marked decrease in serum uric acid
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is interpreted as due to inhibition in purine metabolism at various 
levels. This finding is of relevance in the overall haematological 
picture (see next section).
Haematological Changes Induced by 
Pimelea Simplex Poisoning in Cattle
The haematological picture observed in both calves is similar.
In both cases there was marked decrease in red blood cells, haemoglobin 
and white cells. The decrease in red blood cells and haemoglobin is 
believed to be due to a direct effect of Pimelea simplex toxin(s) on 
the erythropoietic and naemopoietic process in bone marrow, spleen and 
lymph nodes. This belief is based on the concomitant biochemical 
finding of decreased alkaline phosphatase (of bone origin), decreased 
globulin (gamma-globulin), and decreased uric acid (purine metabolism) . 
The decrease in white cells is mainly due to a decrease in neutrophils, 
at the same time the lymphocytes showing a relative increase. This 
finding is of interest since it suggests that Pimelea simplex toxin 
affects different kinds of cells. The absolute values (MCV, MCH, MCHC) 
remained uniform since there were similar changes in the factors involved 
in their calculation (RCC, Hgb, PCV).
The marked decrease in packed cell volume was not due to over­
hydration or dilution effect; it represents a decrease in the number 
of circulating red blood cells. The monocytes, eosinophils and baso­
phils do not appear to be affected. The normal range of these para­
meters in cattle is variable (Schalm, 1961).
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LIGHT MICROGRAPHS OF LUNG, LIVER AND KIDNEY
LESIONS SEEN IN CALVES 1 AND 2
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FIGURE 43 (Top)
Photomicrograph, or lung from calf 1 showing congestion and hamorrhage.
1 = Longitudinal section of respiratory bronchiole; 2 = Alveolar duct;
3 ..lwolus filled with RBC; 4 = Normal alveoli; 5 = Pulmonary artery, 
mag. x 312
FIGURE 43(a) (Bottom)
Photomicrograph of lung from calf 2 showing marked congestion and 
haemorrhage. 1 - intralveolar septa or wall - representing the most likely 
site of bleeding (compare with EM Figures 22-24a). mag. x 500
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Photomicrograph of liver from calf 1 showing; 1 = Thickened 
Glisson capsule; 2 = Protrusion of Glisson capsule to lobules;
3 - Marked distension of Sinusoidal spaces due to congestion and haemorrhage.
mag. x 312
FIGURE 44a (Bottom)
Photomicrograph of portal region of lobule showing; 1 — distended 
Sinusoidal space; 2 = haemorrhage; 3 = portal vein. mag. x 312
FIGURE 45 (Top)
Photomicrograph of liver from calf 1 showing portal triad area 
(portal vein, hepatic artery and bile canal). 1 = hepatic artery;
2 = portal vein. Note overall congestion and distension of sinusoids, 
mag. x 312
FIGURE 45(a) (Bottom)
Photomicrograph of liver from calf 2 showing central vein and two 
transverse sections of bile duct. 1 = central vein; 2 - transverse
section of bile duct. Note distension and haemorrhage inside sinusoids.
FIGURE 46 (Top)
Photomicrograph of kidney from calf 1. Note wide gaps between distal 
and proximal tubules which does not show evidence of fibrolysis.
1 = Cresentic proliferation of Glomerular membrane to Bowman Space;
2 = Widened Bowman Space; 3= RBC and haemorrhage, mag. x 312 
FIGURE 46a (Bottom)
Photomicrograph of kidney from calf 2 showing similar degeneration
of Glomeruli, proximal and distal tubules as seen in calf 1 above, mag. x 312
CHAPTER VII
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ST. GEORGE DISEASE - CONCLUSION
Feeding experiments with Pimelea simplex} isolated organs and 
acute dosing experiments with simplexin have confirmed the toxicity 
of the plant and the isolated toxin (simplexin) as the cause of St.
George disease in cattle.
The most striking feature of isolated organ experiments was the 
"washing response" which is believed to be due to an effect on membrane 
transport mechanism (Chapter II). Acute dosing of simplexin to both 
cats and calves has shown that once a critical dose is administered 
the effect on the cardiovascular parameters of both animals is irrever­
sible, and imminent death follows within ten minutes. The interesting 
aspect of the acute dosing experiment is the specificity of the 
simplexin molecule to calves. Calves were seven times more suscep­
tible to simplexin than cats, whilst intraperitoneally simplexin had 
an LD50 of 575 pg/kg in mice.
An electron microscopy study on tissues of calves acutely dosed 
with simplexin has shown that the most marked lesion occurred in the 
lung. This lesion consisted of the collapse of capillary endothelium 
and alveolar epithelium leading to haemorrhage and exudation of fluid 
and red blood cells to the alveolar space leading to gross congestion.
The liver and right ventricular muscle lesions are thought to be 
secondary to the lung lesions and due to the load on the heart and 
liver congestion. The net cardiovascular effect of simplexin on 
calves was transfer of blood from the arterial to the venous circulation.
Chronic feeding experiments on calves have confirmed the clinical 
symptoms characteristic of St. George disease. The most striking
feature of the biochemical and haematological assessment of calves 
poisoned by Pimetea toxin(s) is the effect on actively dividing 
tissues i.e. the reticuloendothelial system (bone marrow, lymph nodes 
and spleen). Although no sperm count was undertaken in this study, 
it is highly likely that the process of spermatogenesis is affected 
by Pinelea toxin(s). The biochemical picture has supplemented the 
haematological picture. Marked effect was seen on alkaline phos­
phatase (bone origin), globulin (likely gamma fraction) and uric acid, 
the first two being intimately involved in the reticuloendothelial 
system whilst uric acid is part of purine metabolism which makes up 
the nucleoproteins, DNA and RNA. The haematological finding is of 
depressed erythro- and haemopoiesis, each of which originates in bone 
marrow.
Contrary to the earlier belief that the main cause of St. George 
disease in cattle is the effect of Pimeleo.: toxin(s) on lung venule 
pre-capillary sphincter (Clarke, 1973), these experiments have shown 
the lung lesion to be confined to capillary endothelium and alveolar 
epithelium. All other effects are thought to be secondary. In 
chronic cases, St. George disease mimics the effect of radiation on 
the body, i.e. actively dividing tissues and cells being the primary
target.
APPENDICES
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APPENDIX I
A. Chemical Principles of Fluorometric Calcium Determinations
The complexometric titration of calcium was first introduced by 
Schwarzenbach, et al.3 in 1946 (1). Its relative simplicity and ready 
application to chemical laboratory procedures prompted improvements in the 
precision of the method. The dye calcein, a fluorescein derivative» forms 
and intensely fluorescent, nondissociated complex with calcium ions in an 
alkaline medium. Calcein was first introduced by Diehl and Ellingboe (2) 
and applied in the complexometric titration of calcium. The analytical 
procedure incorporated in the Model 940 is based upon the quenching of this 
fluorescence by chelating the calcium ions with the titrant EGTA. In our 
experience, substitution of EGTA for EDTA has resulted in a more selective 
binding effect on the calcium, giving more accurate readings. This has 
been verified in the scientific literature by Schmid and Reilley (3) xdio 
also found EGTA preferable in the nresence of magnesium.
In the Model 940 Calcium Analyzer, three requirements must be met 
for the titration to begin: (1) Fluorescence must exist in the cuvette,
(2) The cuvette must be in its compartment with the door closed, and,
(3) the TITRATE button must be pushed. The titration stops when all the 
calcium has been chelated by the EGTA and a predetermined level of fluor­
escence is attained (this minimal fluorescence being an inherent property 
of the calcein). The analytical precision of the Model 940 is enhanced
by a fluorometer which automatically defines the endpoint and an electronic 
calculator which digitally displays the calcium concentration.
JB. Reagents
Four reagents are used in the Model 940 Calcium Analyzer. These are 
available form Corning and, while equivalent reagents from other sources
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may be employed, results cannot be guaranteed.
Potassium hydroxide solution, (KOH), IN. Two 240 ml bottles are supplied 
with the instrument, ready for use. (Catalog No. 477634)
Ethylene glycol bis ((3-amino ethyl ether) N, N T-tetra-acetic acid. EGTA 
solution, 0*04% wt/vol. One 240 ml bottle is supplied with the instrument 
and is to be installed in the open side compartment of the instrument.
(See directions in III.B.) (Catalog No. 477635)
Calcium standard solution, 10*00 mg% (5’00 mEq/liter). One 120 ml bottle 
is supplied with the insturment, ready for use. (Catalog No. 477636)
Calcein indicator, dry powder. This reagent is supplied in an opaque 
bottle and is to be reconstituted with 10 ml ± 1 7 of the calcium standard*. 
Measure diluent carefully into the bottle, mix thoroughly, and allow to 
stand at least 10 minutes before using. THIS SOLUTION SHOULD BE STORED 
IN THE R.EFRIGERATOR. The reconstituted calcein indicator is stable for 
four weeks at 22°C, and six weeks when refrigerated, after which it must 
be discarded. The date the indicator is reconstituted must be clearly 
written on the label. Each bottle contains enough indicator for approximately 
1500 tests. (Catalog No. 477637)
CORNING ^ 100 microliter TC disposable pipettes (Catalog No. 409106) are 
included to deliver the above reagents and specimens, but other pipetting 
systems may be substituted if they show reproducibility of ± 0*5% or better.
* CAUTION: Care should be taken not to contaminate the calcium standard
solution when reconstituting the calcein indicator.
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SCHEDULE
1-2 hrs.
1 hr.
APPENDIX II
USED FOR FIXATION, DEHYDRATION AND EMBEDDING OF
VARIOUS TISSUE FOR ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Fix in 3% glutaraldehyde / 0*1M Na cacodylate buffer pH 7*3 
(at 4°C)
Wash in 0*lM Na cacodylate buffer 
(3 changes of 15 rain, each minimum)
Post fix in J.% OsO. / veronal acetate buffer pH 7*3 OR
/ cacodylate buffer pH 7*3 
(at 4°C)
(Post fix in 0 5% uranvl acetate / veronal acetate buffer)
Optional
45 min.
Dehydrate 30% acetone 5-10 min. 
50%
70%
100% " 10 min
100%
Infiltrate 100% acetone : Plastic (1 : 1) 1 hour minimum
(i.e. final concentration 50% acetone, 50% plastic)
Transfer to 100% plastic, leave overnight at room temperature.
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APPENDIX III
The following descriptions of the various cardiovascular parameters 
are taken from the Ph.D. thesis of Mr. P. Dhumma-Upakorn (1976).
Arterial Blood Pressure
Arterial blood pressure was measured by inserting a polyethylene 
catheter filled with heparinised saline (100 units/ml) into the right 
femoral artery and advancing it to the descending aorta. The catheter 
was connected to a Statham pressure transducer which was pre-calibrated 
with a sphygmomanometer set ting zero pressure at mid-chest level.
ECG, Heart Rate
Lead II of the ECG was recorded from needle electrodes inserted 
subcutaneously. The ECG was passed to an amplifier and calibrated 
against 1 MV signal. For recording the heart rate the R-wave of each 
QRS complex was used to trigger a cardiotachometer which measured R-R 
interval electronically (Grass model 7P4C) and was calibrated against 
a variable pulse generator (Crass tachograph rate calibrator model TRC2).
Left Ventricular Pressure and dp/dt
A left thoractomy was performed through the fifth intercostal 
space and the heart was suspended in a cradle prepared from incised 
pericardium. A 3/0 braided silk purse-string suture was placed in 
the apex of the left ventricle avoiding the coronary arteries. A 
number 15 scalpel was used to make a stab incision through the purse­
string suture. A Königsberg P13 miniature implantable pressure 
transducer was inserted and the purse-string suture was tied.
Another tie was placed around the cable wire to minimise bleeding
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during experiments. The heart was then lowered back into the 
pericardial cradle.
The pressure signal from the left ventricle was differentiated 
by an active differentiating circuit as described by Bealer (1971), 
but only the peak positive signal was recorded on the chart. The 
signal has units of mmllg/sec and was calibrated from saw tooth wave 
from a signal generator (Goodman et at., 1972). Owing to this 
technique, the transducer could not be calibrated outside the 
ventricle in relation to zero or atmospheric pressure. Therefore 
the measurement of end diastolic pressure was assumed to be zero and 
then total excursion of pressure wave was equated with systolic 
pressure. This assumption introduces some error into the calibration 
of left ventricular pressure and maximum dp/dt but this was estimated 
to be less than 4%.
Myocardial Contractility [ (dp/dt) / Hi]
The maximum rate of change of left ventricular pressure (dp/dt^^) 
has been used as an index of myocardial contractility (Mason, 1969). 
However, this index is also sensitive to changes in end diastolic 
volume and pressure, aortic diastolic pressure and heart rate (Gleason 
and Braunwald, 1962; Wallace et a.t., 1963; Schaper et at., 1965; 
Sarnoff et at., 1961).
Spencer and Worthington (1960) suggested that the contractile 
mechanism in cardiac muscle is thought to depend on charge transfer 
at sites of interaction between the action and myosin filament within 
the sarcomene. The total energy liberated is determined by the 
number of coupling sites in contact on actin and myosin filament.
An increase in the rate of activation increases the rate of charge 
transfer at each coupling site and allows for greater energy summation. 
Siegel and Sonnenblick (1963) proposed that the total summation of 
force generated by the sarcomene can be termed the "impulse force" and 
they suggested that this is reflected in the value of IIT and dp/dt.
They also suggested that this not only reflects the delivery of the 
impulse force but also depends on the total impulse force through 
the Frank-Starling mechanism. Then by dividing the maximum dp/dt by 
the value IIT, maximum dp/dt is normalised so that only the velocity 
aspect of the impulse force (contractility) is presented. This ratio 
was first measured in isometric papillary muscle contraction and was 
found to be independent of alteration in preload (Siegel et ah. 3 1963). 
Furthermore, the ratio was sensitive to inotropic intervention by 
cardiac stimulants or depressants and change in heart rate. It has 
also been used in the intact isovolumic ventricle (Siegel et al,3 1964) .
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APPENDIX IV
METHODS USED FOR MEASURING THE VARIOUS 
BIOCHEMICAL PARAMETERS
Sodium, potassium
These two cations were measured by flame photometry using 
Instrumentation Laboratory flame photometer model 143 (IL 143)* The 
machine was calibrated with Standard Auto Reference (Na 139, K 5*1) 
and the sample read. Two quality control samples were read at random 
to check the accuracy and alter any drift (Auto I, Na 119, K 3*0, 
Scale II, Na+ 151, K+ 7*9).
Chloride, bicarbonate, urea and creatinine osmolality
The principle behind chloride measurement is that a circuit 
generates silver ions which combine with Cl . An indicator circuit 
indicates the first appearance of uncombined, free silver ions at the 
endpoint and triggers a relay circuit to interrupt the titration and 
stop a timer. The timer register elapsed seconds, which measures the 
amount of silver ions generated at constant current and thereby at 
constant rate. By comparison of the time required to titrate an 
unknown with that of a standard, the Cl concentration of the unknown 
can be calculated. Again, quality control serum was interspersed 
among the specimens (Auto I, Cl 85 mmol/1, Scale II Cl 114 mmol/1).
The serum bicarbonate level was determined by precipitating the 
serum protein with ethanol, adding methyl red to the supernate and
the absorption read at 520 ran. Again, two quality controls were 
read (Auto I 15 mmol/1, Scale II 34 mmol/1).
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Serum urea was measured by reacting the serum with acidic diacetyl 
inonoxime during a short heating period. The resultant purple red 
solution was measured at 540 nm wavelength along with known Auto 
Reference and two quality controls (Auto I urea 7*6 mmol/1, Scale II 
- urea 24 mmol/1).
The serum creatinine level was measured by Jaffe method by 
reacting serum with picric acid (0*036M) and measuring the amber yellow 
solution formed at 500 nm. Again, an Auto Ref. with a known value 
(0*59 mmol/1) and two quality controls were measured simultaneously 
(Auto I 0*14 mmol/1, Scale II 0*78 mmol/1).
The serum osmolality was determined by placing 0*25 ml of serum 
in an osmometer (A.I. Model 3) and comparing its freezing point with 
that of NaCl solution of known osmolality.
Inorganic phosphate, urate, bilirubin, total protein, albumin and 
globulin
Inorganic phosphate measurement involved deproteinizing the serum 
with iron-trichloroacetic acid reagent, then mixing the supernatant 
with molybdic acid to form molybdiphosphate which is then reduced by 
Fe?^  to produce molybdenum blue. Absorption was then measured at 660 nm 
three quality controls with known inorganic phosphate values were 
measured at the same time (Auto Ref. 1*68 mmol/1; Auto I, 1*06 mmol/1; 
Auto I, 2*33 mmol/1). Urate was measured as uric acid which reduces 
phosphotungstate to tungsten blue, which in turn was measured photo­
metrically at 700 mm. Again, three quality controls with known urate 
values were measured at the same time (Auto Ref. 0*36 mmol/1; Auto I, 
0*25 mmol/1; Auto II, 0*58 mmol/1). Total bilirubin was measured by 
the Diazo reaction involving coupling the bilirubin with p-benzene- 
diazonium sulfonate to form azobilirubin; methanol was then added
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allowing diasotrization and hence colour development which was read 
photometrically at 540 nm. Three quality controls with known total 
bilirubin were read at the same time (Auto Ref. 47 pmol/1; Auto I,
25*6 pmol/1; Auto II, 106 pmol/l).
Serum protein was determined by the biuret reaction. The 
principle behind this reaction is that protein forms a coloured complex 
with Cu2* in alkaline solution. Absorption is then read at 545 nm.
The three quality control standards used simultaneously with all 
measurements had the following values - Auto Ref. 60 g/1; Auto I,
42 g/1; Auto II, 76 g/1.
Album!i concentration was measured by broinocresol green (BCG) 
reaction in which albumin binds to BCG at pll at 7-0 and the decrease in 
absorption at 615 nm is read. Three quality controls which were read 
simultaneously had the following values (Auto Ref. 36 g/1; Auto I,
23 g/1; Auto II, 44 g/1). Golbulin was determined by subtracting the 
albumin value from that of total protein.
Alkaline phosphatase, q-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase (cx-HBDH), 
creatine phosphokinase (CPK)
Alkaline phosphatase measurement involved incubating the serum 
with phenyl phosphate buffered at pH 10 for 15 minutes at 37°C. The 
hydrolysis product, phenol, is condensed with 4-amino antipyrene and 
then oxidized with alkaline ferricyanide to give a red complex which 
is measured photometrically at 500 nm. Three quality controls which 
were read with each measurement had the following values - Auto Ref.
168 U/l; Auto I, 34 U/l; Auto II, 203 U/l).
a-lIBDH and CPK were measured with Calbiochem reagents and LC340 
photometer. The principle for the Gt-HBDH reaction is as follows:
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CX--HBDH
a-ketobutyrate + NADH ----- ----*- a-hydroxybutyrate + NAD
Vials containing the appropriate substrates were reconstituted 
and serum added as recommended. The reaction was monitored over two 
minutes with LC340 photometer. Ref. Calbiochem Doc. No. L03030.
The principle behind the CPK reaction is as follows:
CPK
Creatine phosphate + ADP----— s-creatine + ATp
HK
ATp + glucose----- G-6-p + ADP
G-6-PDH
G-6-p + NAD p --------- »-NADpH + 6-phosphogluconate
Vials containing appropriate substrates were reconstituted and 
serum added as recommended. The reaction was monitored for six 
minutes with LC340 photometer. Ref. Calbiochem. Doc. No. L03012.
HAEMATOLOGICAL ESTIMATION
For Calf 1, haematological estimations were performed on three 
occasions corresponding with the appearance of diarrhoea and dyspnoea. 
For Calf 2, haematological estimations were performed continuously 
throughout the experiment. These consisted of the following: 
packed cell volume (PCV), red cell count, mean cell volume (MCV) , 
haemoglobin, mean cell haemoglobin (MCH), and mean cell haemoglobin 
concentration (MCHC), total white cell count and differential white 
cell count.
The PCV was determined by centrifuging anticoagulated blood in a 
graduated tube x 5000 r.p.m. for 5 minutes. The volume of packed cell 
was the expressed as percentage of the original column of blood. The 
red cell count and haemoglobin were determined electronically using a
Co'.Iter counter.
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The absolute values, namely, MCHC, MCV and MCH were calculated 
form PCV, haemoglobin and red cell count as follows:
MCHC % = Hb (g/100 ml of blood)_________________________ _ '
Volume of packed red cells in yl (100 yl of blood)
MCV (ym3) = Volume of packed cells (ml/1000 ml of blood)
Red cell count (millions/yl)
MCH (pg) = Hb (g/1000 ml of blood)
Red cells (millions/yl)
The white cell count was performed manually all the time using a 
special pipette with Thoma-Zeiss instrument. The diluting fluid was 
1 ml glacial acetic acid in 100 ml water to which enough methyl green 
was added to give the mixture a decided colour. A well mixed anti­
coagulated blood (sequestrene) was added to the diluting fluid to give 
1 in 20 solution. A drop was placed on the counting slide. The 
leucocytes in the whole of the cross-ruled area of the Thoma counting 
chamber were counted under 16 mm objective. The Thoma counting 
chamber consists of 400 small squares of 1 mm2. The calculation was 
made as follows :
The number of white cells counted in 1 mm is that present in 
0*1 mm3 of diluted fluid. This figure multiplied by 200 gives the 
white cells per microlitre of blood.
For differential white cell count several films were prepared 
from each specimen and only those that were well spread used. The 
edges of the film were avoided and only well spread areas read running 
in strips the whole length of the film under oil-immersion lens until 
200 cells had been counted.
Neutrophil polymorphenuclears - these are cells with multilobed
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nucleus and fine neutrophil or faintly eosinophil granules.
Lymphocytes — have round nucleus and clear basophilic cytoplasm.
Monocytes — these are cells with a characteristic notched or kidney- 
shaped nucleus and a slightly basophilic, faintly reticular cytoplasm.
Eosinophil polymorphonuclears - these are cells with multilobed 
nucleus and coarse strongly eosinophil granules.
Basophil (or mast cells) - these are cells with very pale cytoplasm 
and a nucleus that is usually bilobed and coarse basophil granules.
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APPENDIX V
METHOD USED FOR QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF URINARY PROTEIN
Blank Standard Test
0*9% Saline 1 ml - -
Standard (0*62 g/1) - 1 ml -
Test (Urine) ~ - 1 ml
3% Sulfano- 
Salicylic Acid 3 ml 3 ml 3 ml
Stand at room temperature for 5 minutes.
Read at 660 rim wavelength with Gilford model 300N spectrophotometer 
Calculation
ODtest
OD ,std
x value of std (g/1)
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APPENDIX VI
METHOD USED TO DETERMINE SOURCE OF ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE
Two serum aliquots were diluted 1:2 with distilled water.
One aliquot was kept at room temperature whilst the other incubated 
at 56°C in a water bath for 15 minutes.
The alkaline phosphatase activity in both aliquots was then 
determined.
Activity remaining in heated aliquot is then expressed as 
percentage of activity in aliquot kept at room temperature.
> 30% source is liver 
25-30% predominantly liver 
20-25% bone and liver (normal)
< 20% bone
N.B. This method and range value are accepted by all clinical 
biochemistry laboratories in New South Wales.
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